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Abstract
The ignition process of liquid fuel droplets and its impact on the formation
of soot and nitrogen oxides have been studied. A laboratory flame maintained by
a vertical, monosized liquid fuel droplet array surrounded by a laminar flow of a
mixture of helium and oxygen represents the system investigated.
It was found that the formation of soot and nitrogen oxides closely correlate
with the ignition of liquid fuel droplets. A system of partial differential equations
describing the ignition of a single droplet was formulated. By specifying the droplet
surface position with the d2-law, the system of partial differential equations could be
solved numerically. The effects of convection and interference between the droplets
in the array were lumped in the evaporation rate constant in the d2-law. A model
to predict the evaporation of multicomponent residual fuel droplets was developed.
The ignition model could interprete the experimental results on the ignition of pure
fuel, and by extension, of residual fuel oil very well.
The ability of the ignition model to predict the effect of oxygen concentration
on the point of ignition in experiments on soot formation was demonstrated. From
experiments on the NO emission, it was observed that the overall equivalence ratio
is important as long as we have an envelope flame around the droplets.
It has been shown that we can suppress the soot formation by delaying the
ignition, and thus by vaporizing as much fuel as possible prior to the igntion.
The amount of pre-vaporized fuel could be estimated from the ignition model. By
keeping fuel/air ratio high as well as oxygen concentration low in the first stage of
a staged combustor we can take advantage of both in controlling the emission of
soot and nitrogen oxides.
Thesis Supervisors:
Janos M. Be6r, Professor of Chemical and Fuel Engineering
Adel F. Sarofim, Joseph R. Mares Professor of Chemical Engineering
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Nomenclature
A area
B transfer number, Eq. (1.3)
C soot volume fraction
Cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure
Cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure of liquid phase
D diffusivity
D characteristic dimension, diameter for sphere or cylinder,
side for rectangle or square
Do orifice diameter
Dj jet diameter at vena contracts
D Damklller number, Eq. (3.35)
d droplet diameter
d! flame sheet diameter
do initial droplet diameter
E activation energy
F absroption coefficient per particle volume fraction
F(e; b) viz. Eq. (3.63)
H' viz. Eq. (3.36)
h Planck's constant
h heat transfer coefficient
I intensity of outgoing beam
Io intensity of incoming beam
11(() modified Bessel function of order 
K frequency factor
Ks X/4, Eq. (3.21)
Kd viz. Eq. (3.54)
k absorption coefficient
k thermal conductivity
kf thermal conductivity of liquid phase
L path length
8
L specific latent heat of vaporization
Loo viz. Eq. (3.64)
Ll() modified Struve function of order 1
Le Lewis number
MF molecular weight of fuel
Mo molecular weight of oxygen
m mass
th mass rate of vaporization
the mass rate of vaporization with convection
Nu Nusselt number
p pressure
poo ambient pressure
Q gross heat of combustion
4 volumetric flow rate
R radius
R, absorbed radiant energy per unit mass vaporized
Rg gas constant
R0 initial radius
Re Reynolds number
r radial coordinate
S interdroplet spacing
$u spacing between droplet n and a peripheral droplet array
So initial interdroplet spacing
Sc Schmidt number
Sh Sherwood number
T temperature
Tb boiling point
TI flame temperature
Ti viz. Eq. (3.54)
Tr reference temperature, Eq. (3.48)
T, liquid surface temperature
Too ambient temperature
t time
9
MV jet velocity at vena contracta
v velocity
VI velocity at surface
v * dimensionless velocity, Eq. (3.28)
v dimensionless surface velocity, Eq. (3.37)
tib reaction rate
XF viz. Eq. (5.30)
Xo viz. Eq. (5.29)
z cartesian cordinate
Y mass fraction
YF mass fraction of fuel
Yo mass fraction of oxygen
Youo ambient mass fraction of oxygen
a thermal diffusivity
7 viz. Eq. (3.34)
viz. Eq. (3.66)
'7A efficiency of evaporation for a droplet array with respect to
an isolated vaporizing droplet
O dimensionless temperature, Eq. (3.27)
Ob dimensionless boiling point
0 dimensionless initial temperature
e0 dimensionless surface temperature
X burning rate constant, Eq. (1.5)
/P stoichiometric coefficient of oxygen
v frequency
characteristic optical thickness
dimensionless radial coordinate, Eq. (3.25)
p density
pI liquid density
a coefficient of surface tension
r overall transmittance
r dimensionless time, Eq. (3.26)
equivalence ratio
lfi viz. Eq. (3.59)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The combustion of sprays of liquid fuels is of significant practical importance
and currently accounts for a considerable share of the world energy use. Although
the propagation of flames supported by gaseous fuels has been studied extensively
over the past two centuries, investigations into the combustion of liquid fuel spray
has been afforded much less attention. In recent years the wide use of spray injection
has found applications in many practical systems ranging from furnaces to gas
tvrbines and rocket engines. These two latter applications provided an impetus for
a deeper underdstanding of the processes which govern the combustion of liquid
fuel sprays.
Recently, the awareness of producers and consumers alike has been sharpened
not only to the finite nature of energy resources and the pressing need to conserve
them but also to the damaging effects on the environment when these resources
are consumed with insufficient care. Efficient handling and combustion of fuels
are therefore essential from the aspects of energy conservation and environmental
protection. There is increasing agreement that safeguards should be based on
logically applied knowledge and judgement rather than emotional pressures. In
general terms, the design and operatiol of equipment for fuel-handling and
combustion have a greater influence on combustion-generated emissions than the
nature of the fuel itself. Nevertheless, significant steps can be taken to control both
the components and the contaminants of fuel to minimize problems from emissions
[Levy(1983)].
1.1. Combustion of Liquid Fuels
Liquid fuels are injected into combustion chambers through atomizers to
facilitate the disintegration of the liquid into a spray of droplets. When the fuel
vapor is ignited in the vicinity of the droplets this results in an increased rate of
evaporation. Reaction zones will be formed partly surrounding each droplet or in
a region where fuel/air ratios are within limits of inflammability. In most practical
systems the combustion process is very complicated, and the sequence of physical
II
and chemrlical processes involved can be represented by the scheme shown in Figure
1.1.
To obtain a full description of the processes involved in spray combustion
it is necessary to have complete knowledge of the mechanism of combustion of
the individual droplets, any interaction between the droplets, and the statistical
description of the droplets with regard to size and spatial distribution. it is very
difficult to obtain detailed information on the mechanism or rate of burning by
direct studies of spray combustion. Due to these experimental difficulties a number
of experimental techniques have been developed to study the combustion of isolated
single droplets under carefully controlled conditions. Theoretical analyses and
mathematical models are also greatly assisted if only single isolated droplets are
considered.
To apply results from single droplet studies to multi-droplet problem of spray
combustion is not an easy matter and remains a challenging problem fundamental
to spray combustion.
1.1.1. Atomization
The injection of liquid fuel into combustion chambers through atomizers
facilitates the disintegration of the liquid into a spray of droplets to enhance the
transfer processes and the uniform distribution of the liquid over large areas. Most
practical liquid fuel spray have a size distribution over a wide range of droplet sizes
with a mean droplet diameter between 75 and 130 um [Bolle and Moureau(1982)].
The main processes which make up the atomization of the spray are [Stambu-
leanu(1976)]:
(i) development of liquid stream;
(ii) disintegration of the stream by collision and friction;
(iii) disintegration caused by surface tension;
(iv) disintegration caused by turbulent motion;
(v) coalescence and breaking up of droplets by collision.
The atomization process proceeds stepwise, and each step is a time dependent
process. The resulting droplets may be unstable in the sense that they may coalesce
12
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Figure 1.1. Combustion processes in a liquid fuel combustion chamber.
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or break up. This instability in tile formation process of tile droplets m1lay becolne
the source of oscillation in the combustion chamber and may possibly lead to the
flame instability [Petela and ysowska(1982)].
Comprehensive treatments on the analyses and design of atomization system
can be found in several monographs and reviews [Be6r and Chigier(1972), Stambu-
leanu(1976), Chigier(1.976), Jones(1977), Reed(1978), Lefebvre(1980), Singer(1981)].
1.1.2. Vaporization
The combustion of liquid fuels takes place in the gas phase, and is limited
by the rate of mass transfer from the liquid to the vapor phase. The rate of
mass transfer is proportional to the interfacial area, which is obtained through
atomization process. In order to sustain high combustion intensities and obtain
reasonable combustor residence times, rapid vaporization is an absolute necessity.
Fuel injected into a furnace is heated to reduce its viscosity enough to permit
adequate atomization. The fuel droplets must undergo further heating until they
attain their initial boling point after which they dissipate most of the heat recieved
as latent heat of vaporization. Because of the preferential vaporization of light
components, the boiling point of the fuel will increase, requiring sensible heat to be
conducted into the droplet such that the liquid may sustain continued vaporization.
Due to the increased liquid temperature and reduced surface area the mass rate
of vaporization for a particular droplet is reduced. For a poly-dispersed spray, the
small droplets will vaporize completely much sooner than the large droplets. Thus,
even though all droplets diminish in size, the mean droplet size and the overall rate
of vaporization will initially increase and later diminish.
Mass and energy transport in the gas phase of a vaporizing droplet is influenced
by its velocity and the environment through which it travels. This interaction of
the droplet with its environment is system specific; the only generalization on the
vaporization rate of the droplet is the increased transport rates that results from
boundary layer thinning by the velocity of the droplet and its environment.
In the liquid phase there is less certainty as to the transport processes taking
place. Whether circulation within the droplet is important depends upon particle
14
size, viscosity, velocity and vaporization rate, and the importance of liquid phase
reactions is subject to fuel composition and the contribution of radiation to the
heat transfer to the droplet.
1.1.3. Mixing
Intimate contact between the vaporized fuel and oxidizing gas must be
accomplished for combustion to proceed, and thus adequate space must be provided
in the combustion chamber for mixing. This mixing process is usually the rate
limiting step of heterogeneous combustion and involves a complex interaction of
molecular diffusion and the flow field in the combustor. Macroscale mixing is
accomplished by the turbulent fluid motion whereas microsce!e mixing is governed
by molecular diffusion.
1.1.4. Chemical Reaction
The energy released by the reaction of fuel and oxidant is the desired product
of a combustor. The reaction takes place in the gas phase creating combustion
products that may be innocuous or undesirable. In the liquid phase polymerization
and cracking reactions may occur resulting in the formation of coke.
Hydrocarbon combustion is a very complex process. In spite of the fact that
the theoretical and experimental investigations in this field are fairly numerous
IWestley(1976), Kaufman(1983)], the complex character of the problem has prevented
the disclosure of the true mechanism of the reaction. A characteristic specific to the
mechanism of combustion of hydrocarbon with branched reactions is that branching
is due not to the reactions of radicals with fuel or oxygen molecules, but to the
presence of a relatively stable intermediate product formed by a non-branching
process and which is able to react in the system, to give either products or radicals,
which can inliate the primary chain leading to the formation of more intermediates.
This process is known as degenerate branching [Semenov(1935)].
The oxidative mechanisms that dominate the combustion process would ideally
result in the formation of carbon dioxide and water only. However, the additional
pyrolysis reactions that a high molecular weight hydrocarbon undergoes inadequate
mixing of fuel and oxidant, and the inclusion of nitrogen, sulfur, and other materials
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in the fuel result in the formation of pollutants of which those'of current concern
are:
(i) carbonaceous particulates;
(ii) unburint hydrocarbons;
(iii) polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons;
(iv) carbon monoxide;
(v) sulfur oxides;
(vi) nitrogen -oxides;
(vii) volatile inorganics, e.g. lead and arsenic compounds.
The liquid phase temperature of a fuel droplet is regulated by vaporization
of material from the surface. For heavy fuel oils, the vaporization occurs at
temperatures high enough to cause heavy fuel components to undergo pyrolysis
reactions. Among the pyrolysis products, carbonized residues, which may form as
cenospheres, are of concern I[[ottel, et al.(1955)]. In an oil-fired utility boiler plant
carbonized residues, possibly with a certain amount of soot in combination with
oxides of sulfur, from the sulfur in the fuel, give rise to the problem of acid smuts
[Nettleton(1979)].
1.2. Combustion orf Liquid Fuel Droplets
An essential prerequisite for any understanding of spray combustion and its
application to the design of an efficient combustion system is knowledge of the
combustion of droplets. The topic has been the subject of a number of reviews
[Williams(1973), Krier and Foo(1973), Faeth(1976), Law(1982), to name a few of
recent ones].
1.2.1. Historical Outline
The science of droplets began when Archimedes of Syracus (287 - 212 B.C.)
eatablished the relationship between the volume and the radius of a sphere
[Struik(1967)]. More than 2,000 years had to pass, however, before light was shed
on the science of flow around droplets. In 1851, Stokes succeeded in calculating the
viscous drag of a slow-moving sphere. Soon afterward, the thermodynamic behavior
of capillary equilibrium was elaborated by Sir W. Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) in
1869, Gibbs in 1878, and IIelmholtz in 1886, leading to a formula for the size of
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the smallest droplet that is therrlodynamically stable in a given envirornment. The
first treatises bearing on the evaporation of drops were Maxwell's analysis (1878)
of diffusion in dense mercury in a vacuum. The latter line of research was later
pursued by Langmuir (1913, 1916, 1932) and by Knudsen(1915), who laid down the
concepts describing the interaction of single gaseous molecules with liquid or solid
surface.
In the 1930's, great advances were made in the theory of heat and mass tranfer.
The basic analogy between these processes was pointed out by Schmidt(1929).
Aerodaynamic concepts, like boundary layer and similarity theory, bagan to
be exploited for the prediction of heat and mass transfer to spheres in streaming
media, as first done by Fr6ssling(1938) and later by Ranz and Marshall(1952). The
study performed until the mid- 1950's on evaporation and growth of droplets in
continuum environments are summed up in a treatise by Fuchs(1959).
The foundation of the present understanding of droplet combustion was
prepared in the late nineteenth century during studies on low temperature
evaporation of droplets [Maxwell(1878)]. However, analogies with the coal particle
combustion during the 1920's [Nusselt(1924)] led to the concept of heterogeneous
combustion and it was not until extensive studies in the 1940's that the present
day model of diffusion flame combustion was accepted [Williams(1973)].
The basic droplet combustion model was formulated by Varshavskii(1945),
Godsave(1953), Spalding(1953), Goldsmith and Penner(1954), and Wise, et
aI.,(1955) for an isolated, pure-component droplet burning in a quiescent oxidizing
medium. This model has since been named the "d 2-law" because it predicts that the
square of the droplet diameter (i.e. the surface area) decreases linearly with time.
In subsequent years research concentrated on verifying this model and extending it
to include other effects.
In the past few years there has been increasing interest on multicomponent
fuel combustion, which necessitates detailed investigation of liquid-phase transport
processes, and on what can be termed as spray effects, which account for the fact
that in realistic situations the droplet is placed in the spray interior; therefore the
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enivironment it experiences can be quite different from that of the isolated droplet
[Law(1982)].
The recent advances in computational and experimental facilities brought
about an enhanced level of understanding of the droplet combustion process.
1.2.2. Spherico-Symnmetric Quasi-Steady State Models
The basis of most droplet combustion theories is the spherico-symmetric model
developed by Godsave (1951, 1953) and Spalding(1953). All subsequent studies have
only produced minor refinement. Godsave obtained the following expression for
the mass rate of vaporization of a single component droplet under steady state
conditions with spherical symmetry:
27rkdln[1 + Cp(T - T)(L - ) (1.1)
Cp(1 - d/df)
No consideration of flame position, df, from gas phase composition is included in
Eq. (1.1) and thus must be found experimentally. However, for the case of a droplet
vaporizing in a hot atmosphere without combustion, d - oo, and the parenthetical
term in the denominator may be ignored.
Spalding(1953) postulated that combustion occurs in a boundary layer
surrounding the droplet, and that. the thickness of the layer may be predicted by
analogy with heat and mass transfer coefficients. By solving the transport equations
for heat and oxidant surrounding the droplet, Spalding obtained expressions for
Tf, d, and th, the last being
th = -In( + B), (1.2)Cp
where B den' Les a transfer number,
B = QYo + Cp(TO - Ts) (1.3)
Since the only time dependent term of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) is d, by expressing
rh in terms of d, a relationship for the temporal size variation is found:
18
d - d2 = Xt. (1.4)
In Eq. (1.4), X is termed the vaporization rate constant, and is related to the mass
rate of vaporization, h, by the equation
47hX= ra. (1.5)
1.2.3. Non Steady State Models
While Eq. (1.4) has been found adequate for simple fuels burning at near
atmospheric pressure, the vaporizing droplets are actually in a transient state which
is evidenced by changes in the ratio of flame to droplet diameters that, according
to the quasi-steady analysis of Goldsmith and Penner(1954), should be constant.
Kotake and Okazaki(1969) undertook a numerical analysis of these effects, and Krier
and Wronkiewicz(1972) were able to express the d2-law, Eq. (1.4) in terms of dfld.
Rosner and Chang(1973) studied the non-steady effects of droplet vaporization at
near critical conditions. Crespo and Linan(1975) performed an asymptotic analysis
of the non-steady effects in the gas phase. Hubbard, et al.(1975) considered in a
numerical study the effects of transients and variable properties. The results showed
that temporal storage of mass species, energy, and radial pressure variations in
ti gas phase to be negligible, the initial transient behaviour being due to sensible
heat accumulation in the droplet and related variations in the surface pressure.
The transient evaporation is also claimed to be independent of the initial size, but
to follow d 2-law behaviour. Law(1976) also found liquid phase heating to be the
primary cause of transients following a lumped parameter analysis of the droplet.
Wise and Abolow(1957) derived temperature distributions within the droplet as a
function of X/8a and found that liquid phase temperature profiles to be significant
if X/8c is greater than unity.
1.2.4. Influence or Convection
Generally, it is known that convection increases the vaporization rate, that the
thermal flux is not uniform over the droplet surface, that a boundary layer of finite
thickness exists, and that flame shape is not spherical and that the flame may even
become detached and burn in the wake of the droplet.
19
1he usual method of considering the effect of convection is to assume siniilariry
to solid sphere models and empirically fit constants to a correction factor for the
quiescent case [Frbssling(1938), Ranz and Marshall(1952)];
mc = (1 + aRebScC), (1.6)
where the constants a, b and c are taken to be a = 0.3, b = 0.5, and c = 1/3 [Ranz
and Marshall(1952)]. Further discussions on the physical meaning of the exponents
b and c are presented by Ruckenstein(1981).
There have been a number of analytical studies on the boundary layer convective
evaporation and combustion of droplets. Examples are the forced convective
evaporation by Prakash and Sirignano(1978), the forced convective burning by
Krishlnamurthy and Williams(1974), the natural convective burning by Wu, et
al.(1982), and the mixed, forced and free- convective gasification, ignition, steady
burning and extinction by Fernandez-Pello and Law(1983).
1.2.5. Interaction Between Droplets
Studies on interference between droplets during combustion were initiated by
Rex, et a.(1956), who experimentally determined the burning rates of suspended
droplet arrays arranged in some simple geometric configurations. Their results
showed that within experimental scatter the d2-law established for isolated droplet
burning still holds. For the simplest configuration investigated, two horizontally
aligned droplets, they observed that the b rning constant exhibited a local maximum
when it was plotted agaist the initial droplet separation distance. This was attributed
to the competing factors of reduced oxygen supply and heat loss.
There have been several experimental studies [Nuruzzaman, et al.(1971),
Sangiovanni and Kesten(1977a), Labowsky and Sangiovanni(1980)J on the inter-
ference effects. Also a number of theoretical analysis [Labowsky(1976), Ray and
Davis(1980), Umemura, et al.(1981), Bellan and Cuffel(1982)] for the combustion
of interacting droplets have been developed providing valuable information for
the understanding of inteference effects. One of the most advanced models is the
analysis of Labowsky(1976) who studied the nearest neighbor interactions on the
evaporation rate of particle clouds. Labowsky used modified method of images to
2o
determine the vapor concentration field in arrays of upto nine quasi-steady state
vaporizing particles. The method employed is unwieldy and does not account for
unsteady behaviour. However, Labowsky empirically correlates the efficiency of
evaporation for an array of N particles having interdrop spacing, S, and diameters,
d:
rlA = tanh[(S/d) 0 25(N - 1 )+0.28 7 In{5.71/(N - 1)0.582}. (1.7)
Ray and Davis(1980) present a generalized treatment of combined heat and mass
transport between an assemblage of particles and their environment. The unsteady
state diffusive transport is shown to depend upon size and positions of the particles,
and the rate processes are found to differ markedly from single particle rates due
to particle interactions. The expression obtained for rA equivalent to Eq. (1.7) is
2- N 1 N--2
A (N-1) - ___ (1.8)
(N1) - (N-1) n-2
where Sn is the distance of the nth particle to the end of the array.
1.2.6. Finite Rate Kinetics
The discussions of the previous sections are limited to either pure vaporization
in which chemical reaction rate is everywhere vanishingly slow compared with
the diffusion rate, or to flame-sheet combustion in which reaction is again frozen
everywhere except at the infinitesimally-thin flame where the reaction rate is
infinitely fast.
There are, however, certain phenomena in which the chemical reaction rate can
be of the same order as the diffusion rate in certain parts of the flow field, and therefore
can only be described by allowing for finite rate kinetics. One pertinent example to
'droplet studi' s is the ignition of droplets. The ignition is a transient phenomenon
involving the rapid transition from evaporation and chemically controlled processes
to diffusional controlled near-steady-state combustion. As discussed later the ignition
of droplets is closely related to soot and NO: formation.
1.2.7. Exlperimental Studies ['illiams(1973), Law(10981)]
Experimental study of droplet combustion has employed the following methods:
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(i) suspended droplets [Godsavc(1 951,1953)];
(ii) porous sphere with liquid fed to its interior Spalding(1953)];
(iii) single droplets or droplet array in free flight [Chang(1941), Hottel, et
al.(1955), Nuruzzaman, et al.(1971), Sangiovanni and Kesten(1977a),
Hanson(1982)].
Among these methods free droplet experiments offer the advantages of small
sizes, non-interference from suspension fiber, and capability of using volatile fuels.
However, the method is generally more complex and delicate. Furthermore, since
the droplets are not stationary, it is ususlly more involved to obtain detailed
photography. Their free fall motion, together with their continuously diminishing
size, also imply that the intensity of forced convection continuously changes.
Experiments have been performed to determine ignition times, to confirm the
validity of the d2-law, and the variation of the burning rate with temperature,
pressure, and oxygen concentration, and to obtain empirical correlations for the
effects of convection.
Several techniques have been employed at minimizing or eliminating buoyancy
due to the influence of gravity Kumagai and Isoda(1957), Knight and Williams(1980),
Miyasaka and Law(1981), Okajima and Kumagai(1983)].
1.3. Pollutant Emissions from Liquid Fuel Utilization
1.3.1. Micro Gaseous Combustion Products
Combustion products appearing only in trace concentrations include nitrogen
dioxide, NO2, sulfur dioxide, SO2, nitric oxide, NO, the unburnt or partially reacted
hydrocarbons including polycyclic aromatics, and metallic compounds.
The nitrogen oxides are generally considered together as NOz, and occur by
either the high temperature oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen (thermal NO),
the oxidation of fuel-bound nitrogen compounds (fuel NO,), or the fixation by
hydrocarbons and subsequent oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen (prompt NO,).
Among these the fuel-bound nitrogen is the main source of nitrogen oxides emission
from high nitrogen content fuel combustion process. NO emission and control
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problem has been an important subject of current research efforts and is surveyed
in a separate section in this thesis.
Sulfur dioxide does not appear to be a major pollutant from vehicles as the
fuels are desulfurized at refineries, but it does result from combustion of the heavier
high-sulfur residual fuels. SO 2 has an acrid odor and leads to acidic corrosion. It is
also known to be the main cause of acid rain. Installation of SO 2 scrubbing facilities
at coal fired power plants is a common practice. The technology of SO 2 scrubbing
is well established [Singer(1981)].
Unburnt or partially reacted hydrocarbons are produced by imperfect mixing
of fuel and air by quenching of partially reacted fuel within the combustion
chamber. Although the original reasons for concerns with these emissions have
been the efficiency and clean operation of the combustion process, recent interest
has been motivated by the concern with health effects of soot and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, the latter of which may be a precursor to the former species
[Bittner(1981), Haynes and Wagner(1981), NIEHS(1982), Longwell(1983)1.
1.3.2. Carbonaceous Particulates
On the assumption that any air-borne dust is either consumed in the flame
or filtered out beforehand, the main particulates present in combustion products
are likely to be carbonaceous, which may either deposit on the walls of the
combustion chamber or discharge as smoke. Carbonaceous particulates from liquid
fuel combustion process can be classified into two kinds; soot which is believed to
form from the gas phase reaction of fuel, and coke which is believed to form from
the liquid phase reaction of fuel as discussed in Section 1.1.4.
Soot formation is indicated by a yellow luminosity, and is clearly more likely
in diffusion than in premixed flames. In non-sooting flames soot becomes oxidized
completely in later stages of combustion. Luminous non-sooting flames are required
for heat transfer, and non-luminous non-sooting flame for work transfer. Further
discusssions on the soot formation in conjunction with liquid fuel combustion
process are developed in Section 1.5.
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1.1. NOx Emissions
Seven oxides of nitrogen are known to occur: NO, NO 2, NO3, N 20, N 20 3, N 20 4
and N 20 5. Of these, NO(nitric oxide) and NO2(nitrogen dioxide) are emitted in
sufficient quantities from fuel combustion processes to be significant in atmospheric
pollution. In this thesis, "NO," refers to either or both of these two oxides of
nitrogen. NO2 is deterious to human respiratory function and is a key participant
in the formation of photochemical smog. NO, taken alene, is relatively less harmful
but is important as the main precursor to NO 2 formation in the atmosphere.
Recently, growing concerns began to appear on the acid rain, of which NO. is one
of the possible causes.
Approximately 95% of oxides of nitrogen emanating from stationary combustion
sources are emitted as NO. Three different mechanisms, thermal NO! formation,
prompt NOz formation, and fuel NO.fornlation have been identified as generating
NO, during fossil fuel combustion.
An overview of stationary sources of NO: is provided in Figure 1.2 [EPA(1978)].
The first division is by application and the second by use sector. The final description
level is the important equipment type.
1.4.1. Thermal NO
The kinetics of the extended Zeldovich mechanism [Zeldovich(1946), Bowman
and Seery(1972)]
O + N 2 = NO + N (1.9)
N + 0 2 - NO + O (1.10)
N+OH = NO+H (1.11)
has been studied widely and well reviewed [Bowman(1975)J.
Reaction (1.9) is much slower than reactions (1.10) and (1.11). Therefore, it
determines the rate of NO formation. The creation of an NO molecule from reaction
(1.9) is accomplished by the release of an N atom, which rapidly forms another
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Figure 1.2. Stationary sources of NO, emissions.
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APPLICATION SECTOR
I
NO molecule fron reactions (1.10) and (1.11). iReactions (1.9) and (1.11) are the
chain-breaking and chain-making mechanisms, and the oxygen atom is the chain
carrier.
This mode of NO formation is basically a fuel-lean, high temperature
phenomenon that has been relatively amenable to control techniques.
1.4.2. Prompt NO
The existence of non-Zeldovich pathway to the fixation of molecular nitrogen
was first proposed by Fenimore(1971), and the NO generated in this fashion was
called prompt NO. The prompt NO mechanism is believed to be initiated by
hydrocarbon radicals attacking molecular nitrogen.
The nature of the hydrocarbon-nitrogen interaction is not yet definitely known,
although the reaction
CH + N 2 = HCN + N (1.12)
seems like a candidate [Fenimore(1971)1. Other reactions that have been considered
include [Blauwens, et al. (1977)1:
CH 2 + N2 = IICN + NH (1.13)
C2 + N 2 = 2CN (1.14)
It appears that prompt NO may occur in the flame zone by both the Zeldovich
mechanism on the fuel-lean side of the flame and the CH-radical mechanism on the
fuel-rich side of the flame [Blauwens, et al. (1977), Hayhurst and Vince(1980)].
1.4.3. Fuel NO
Fuel NO is derived from bound nitrogen introduced with the fuel. This mode of
NO formation, which has proved difficult to control with existing techniques [Beer,
et al. (1981,1983)], predominates when the nitrogen content of the fuel exceeds a
few tenth of a per cent, a condition very likely to occur in alternative fuels like
coal-derived fuels or shale oils [Byrnes(1980)].
In the fuel-lean and stoichiometric flames, the conversion of fuel nitrogen
to NO (and perhaps NO 2) is practically complete and occurs on a time scale
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comparable to that of the combustion itself [Levy, et al. (1978)]. In fuel-rich
flames, fuel-bound nitrogen converts rapidly to HCN, which then subsequently
converts to other nitrogen-bearing intermediates and products [Fenimore(1976),
Haynes(1977)]. A schematic of the mechanistic pathways of fuel nitrogen conversion
and its interaction with thermal NO is represented in Figure 1.3.
1.4.4. NO Formation from Burning Droplets
A few studies have considered NO production around individual quiscent
droplets [Altenkirch, et al. (1972), Kestin(1972), Bracco(1973)]. The NO production
mechanism for the thermal NO is superimposed on the basic droplet burning
structure. The results suggest that the envelope flame surrounding the droplet
could be a significant source of NO. Hart, et al. (1975) studied the formation
of NO and NOz in the forward stagnation region of flames surrounding burning
fuel cylinders simulating the droplet combustion. They found that the maximum
yields of NO and NO, were situated towards the lean side of the maximum flame
temperature. And also it has been shown that considerable NO is formed near the
liquid surface by a prompt NO mechanism.
Hanson, et al. (1983) performed experiments on 150 pm droplet array of fuel
oils revealed non-equilibrium evolution of nitrogeneous components. They have
shown that the interplay between the volatility and mass transfer effects is directly
responsible for the acceleration of the evolution of fuel-nitrogen, and because of
these effects heavy petroleum fuels lend themselves favorably to application of
staged combustion for the control of fuel NO, emission.
1.4.5. NOx Emission Control
Beacuse of more stringent regulation of NOz emissions from combustion sources,
combustor designs have been modified to reduce oxide formation through control
of flame temperature - staged combustion, reduced excess air percentage, use
of overfire air, tangential firing, and gas recirculation [Sarofim and Flagan(1976),
Singer(1981)]. Although these steps have been effective, and have been found
adequate in many countries, any further reduction in allowable NO2 may require
some form of post-combustor gas treatment. Many flue-gas treatment systems are
in operation, principally in Japan [Rosenberg, et a.(1980), Singer(1981)].
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Figure 1.3. Pathways of fuel nitrogen conversion.
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By far the most attractive NOz control strategy involves modification of the
combustion process by employing staged combustion technique. In this technique
the major proportion of the fuel-bound nitrogen is converted in fuel-rich zone
to relatively inactive molecular nitrogen. Complete combustion of the fuel is
accomplished in a subsequent fuel-lean zone in which carefully controlled conditions
minimize the formation of thermal NO. Studies at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology 3 MW Combustion Research Facility IBe6r, et al.(1981, 1983)1 have
demonstrated the potential applicability of the staged combustion technique. A
summary of general stationary source NOz control technique is given on Table 1.1
[EPA(1978)].
1.5. Soot Formation
The combustion of fuels with insufficient air produces a black smoke containing
extremely small carbon particles which, when separated from combustion gases,
comprise a fluffy powder of intense blackness. The term soot or carbon black
refers to a wide range of such products made by partial combustion or thermal
decomposition of hydrocarbons in the vapor phase, in contrast to cokes and chars
which are formed by the pyrolysis of solids (or liquids).
The physical and chemical properties of soot and the process of soot formation
have been studied intensively for the various following reasons:
(i) soot emission reflects poor combustion conditions and a loss of efficiency;
(ii) soot pollutes the environment;
(iii) soot in a flame causes it to be highly luminous, an effect which is widely
used as an important heat transfer mechanism in many furnaces;
(iv) soot is widely employed in many branches of technology, (e.g. as a pigment
or reinforcing agent for rubber products, particularly tires) and is produced
in vast ',Qantities.
There are a number of comprehensive reviews on soot formation [Palmer and
Cullis(1965), Lahaye and Prado(1978), Bittner and Howard(1978), Wagner(1979),
Haynes and Wagner(1981), Smith(1981)]. The physical and chemical properties of
soot and the methods of manufacturing carbon black have been treated by Schubert,
et al.(1967) and Dannenberg(1978). Flamec radiation involving soot particles is
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treated in several reviews and monographs [Hlottel and Sarofimn(1967), Be6r(1974),
Siegel and lowell(1981), Tien and Lee(1982)].
1.5.1. Fundamentals of Soot Formarion
Soot is not a uniquely defined substance. It looks black and consists mainly of
carbon, but it is quite different from graphite (Table 1.2). In addition to chemically
combined surface oxygen, soot contains varying amounts of moisture, solvent-
extractable hydrocarbons which are mostly condensed hydrogen, and inorganic
salts. Extractable hydrocarbons result from the adsorption of small amount of
incompletely burned hydrocarbons. The combined sulfur and inorganic salt contents
have their origin in the feedstocks.
The basic units of soot are spherical or nearly spherical particles with diameters
often in the range of 20 - 30 nm. These "elementary particles" aggregate together
to produce straight or branched chains, which form the fluffy soot flocculates.
sometimes visible in the atmosphere. It was pointed out by Palmenc and Cullis(1965)
that soot particles do not differ much in size whether derived from a furnace flame,
a piston engine, a gas turbine or a premixed flame.
From a thermodynamic point of view [Wagner(1979)] soot emission should
begin at a C/O ratio exceeding unity, corresponding to the condition m < 2y, in
CmHn + Y0 2 = 2yCO + H2+ (m - 2y)C.2
Experimentally determined limits of soot formation do not occur at C/O = 1 but
close to C/O 0.5 [Street and Thomas(1955), Wright(1969)J. This reveals that the
carbon formation is not an equilibrium process.
The amount of soot generated is a function of both fuel composition and local
environment in the combustor. Emission of soot increases with increasing C/H ratio
and aromaticity of the fuel in the following order (in general):
paraffins, olefins, naphthenes, aromatics, polycyclic aromatics.
Since the C/O ratio will always exceed 0.5 in some region of a diffusion flame,
clearly soot will always be emitted from that region. Whether or not soot will
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Table 1.2. Forms of Carbon and Characteristics.
Crystal System Specific
Gravity
C-C
distance,
nm
layer
distance,
nm
diamond cubical
graphite hexagonal
carbon black hexagonal- *
cokes turbostatic
(oven and calcined) "
chars and ,,
activated carbons
fibrous carbons '~
viterous carbon "
pyrolytic
graphite "
3.52
2.27
1.86-2.04
1.3-2.1
1.1-1.3
1.65
1.47
1.2-2.2
0.155
0.142
0.142
Source: Dannenberg(1976)
* Turbostatic crystals have randomly oriented planes.
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Form
0.335
0.365
__
_ ___
_ _
be observed as a final combustion product depends on the rate of destruction in
the flame region of C/O 0.5. Soot oxidation in this region is favored by low
emissions from the region of formation and growth, small particle diameter, large
concentrations of the predominant species, and high temperatures.
Useful studies of soot formation fundamentals have been performed in relatively
simple environments. Studies in premixed flames [Street and Thomas(1955), McFar-
lane, et al.(1964), Bonne, et al.(1965), Homann and Wagncr(1967), lomann(1968),
Wesborg, et al.(1973, 1975), Haynes, et a.(1980), Bittner and oward(1981)],
diffusion flames [Clarke, et al.(1946), Schalla and McDonald(1955), Chakraborty and
Long(1968), Tesner, et al.(1971), Schug, et al.(1980), Glassman and Yaccarino(1980,
1981), Hlaynes and Wagner(1980), Nishida and Mukohara(1982)], and well-stirred
reactors [Wright(1969), Blazowski, et al.(1978), Blazowski(1980)J have produced
useful results. Experiments in such unsteady devices as shock tubes [Graham(1977),
Wang, et a.(1981)j and constant volume bombs [Flower and Dyer(1980) have also
resulted in significant contributions.
The fundamental mechanism and kinetics of soot formation in flames have been
of interest to combustion researchers for many years as represented by the large
volume of literature on this subject [Ilaynes(1981)]. The mechanism by which soot is
now believed to be formed from the vapor phase in flames is depicted schematically
in Figure 1.4. Concurrent with the formation processes, the destructive process
will also occur in flame regions where oxidizing species are present. Despite several
suggested models on soot formation process in the light of kinetics [Tesner(1959),
Khan and Greeves(1974), Jenson(1974), Edelman, et al.(1979), Wang, et al.(1981)]
the comprehensive understanding and modeling of soot formation seem to be ar
from completion at present. Recent advances in modeling of soot formation are
reviewed by Palmer and Cullis(1978), and Haynes(1981).
1.5.2. Soot Formation in Droplet Burning
As in a gaseous diffusion flame, formation of soot in burning droplet flame
is determined by the local fuel and oxidizer concentrations. Good mixing of the
fuel-vapor with air is therefore one of the necessary conditions to limit soot
formation. However, in the burning of droplets, evaporation of the fuel by heat
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Figure 1.4. The mechanism of soot particulate formation in combustion system.
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transfer plays a role. As the fuel spray approaches the flame, the smaller droplets
may have time to evaporate completely before burning, while the larger ones may
conceivably burn in an "envelope flame" mode. At low relative velocities between
the droplet and the surrounding oxidizer, the droplet is completely surrounded by
the envelope flame. While above a critical velocity, the envelope flame is established
downstream of the droplet [Sjogren(1973), Gollahalli and Brzustowski(1973)]. The
amount of soot in these two types of flames differ markedly. The total amount of
soot present in the wake flame as a whole is less than 10% of that in the envelope
flame [Gollahalli and Brzustowski(1973)].
Recently, Rah, et a.(1982), in a study on the combustion of fuel droplet
array, found that the soot formation is strongly dependent upon the formation
of an envelope flame about the droplets, increasing dramatically as the oxygen
concentration was increased beyond the point of ignition. They pointed out the
importance of ignition phenomena in relation to the formation of soot in liquid fuel
combustion. It appears that the suppression of soot formation may be achieved by
choosing conditions that lead to the extinction of the envelope flame.
1.5.3. Staged Combustion and Soot Formation
As discussed in Section 1.4.5, the staged combustion technique is the most
promising strategy for NO. emission control. However, Beer, et al.(1983) pointed
out that there is concern over soot emission from staged combustion of fuels of
highly aromatic and high C/H ratio contents. The operating conditions in the
fuel-rich first stage result in the formation of a significant amount of soot. Complete
burn-out of this soot must be achieved in the fuel-lean second stage by ensuring
good mixing and sufficient residence time at eleveted temperatures.
Suppression of ignition or extinction of the envelope flame about the droplet
may result in lower level of soot formation in the first stage. However, the premixed
flame nature of the subsequent stage may provide better conditions for NOz
formation. There is a definite trade-off between NO, control and soot formation in
the staged combustion technique [Blazowski, et a.(1981)].
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1.6. Research Objective and Approach
The formation of nitrogen oxides and soot in the fuel-rich first stage of a staged
combustor provides the motivation of this thesis. In preliminary studies, it has been
found that the ignition of liquid fuel droplets and the formation of an envelope
flame around the droplet array have profound effects on the formation of nitrogen
oxides and soot.The objective of this thesis is to understand the ignition process
of liquid fuel droplets, to see how this ignition process influences the formation of
to soot and nitrogen oxides in oil droplet flames, and by a theoretical modeling, to
confirm experimental observations on the ignition process.
The investigation consists of following segments; experimental studies of soot
and nitrogen oxides emissions from liquid fuel droplet array, and experimental and
theoretical analyses of the ignition of liquid fuel droplets.
The experimental apparatus selected was a laminar flow furnace. A monosize
linear array of liquid fuel droplets was introduced into the furnace by means of
a vibrating orifice atomizer. The residue of fuel droplets was collected through a
transpiring wall sampling probe. A gravimetric method and an optical transmittance
measurement technique were employed to determine soot loadings for various
experimental conditions. Nitrogen oxides emissions were measured from burning
droplets of n-dodecane doped with quinoline. A record of droplet size and
ignition zone, which could be translated into ignition delay time, was obtained
photographically.
Theoretical analyses and mathematical models are greatly assisted if only single
isolated droplets are considered. However, the single droplet experiment, especially
with a single droplet suspended at the end of a thin quartz fiber, has several
limitations [Law(1982). Free droplet experiments offer the advantages of small
size of droplet, noninterference from suspension fiber, and the capability of using
volatile fuels. Also, the regularity of the droplet stream produced permits detailed
photography using stroboscopy. The effect of interaction between droplets in the
droplet array can be analyzed theoretically [Labowsky and Sangiovanni(1980)1 by
making correction on the evaporation rate constant obtained for the single droplet.
The correction for the external convection effect can also be made [Frissling(1938)].
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By specifying the droplet surface position with the d 2-law, a system of partial
differential equations describing the ignition process could be solved numerically.
The effects of convection and inteference between droplets in a linear array of
droplets were lumped in the evaporation rate constant in the d2-law. This method of
approach, from an analytical point of view, has an advantage of using the spherical
symmetry of the system. The model was for the interpretation of the experimental
results on the ignition of pure fuel, and by extension, of heavy fuel oils.
Several aspects of evaporation, ignition and combustion of liquid fuel droplets
combine to provide better understanding and the needed analysis of the processes'
impacts on soot and NOz formation.
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2. EXPERIMENTL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
2.1. Description o Apparatus
The experimental system (Figure 2.1) adopted for this study was designed and
assembled at Massachusetts Institute of Technology during the period of 1977 -
1980. Several modifications were made for better adaptation to the goal of the
present study. The apparatus had been used previously for studies of fuel-bound
nitrogen evolution [anson(1982)].
The major components of the system are: a laminar flow furnace; a fuel
reservoir and atomizer; a sampling system; a gas flow metering and control system;
a photographic device; an optical system for soot concentration measurement; a
soot recovery (by filtration) and weighing system; an NO/NO analyzer system.
2.1.1. Furnace
The laminar-flow furnace of the design shown schematically in Figure 2.2
was manufactured by Astro Industries, Inc. (Santa Barbara, CA). Overall furnace
dimensions are 0.254 m(1 inch) diameter by 1.118 m length.
Two windows, 13 mm wide by 305 mm long, are located on opposite sides of
the furnace and symmetrically centered about the hot zone. The windows are sealed
with one-eighth inch thick quartz plates. A port is provided at the center of the
hot zone in a plane perpendicular to that of the windows for a Graphite/Boronated
Graphite thermocouple(Ast2o BGT-2). A water-cooled 50 mm diameter O-ring seal
assembly is provided at each end of the furnace to support a quartz tube that
extends the length of the furnace.
The graphite heating element is supported from two power feed-throughs at
one end of the furnace. This configuration limits the furnace orientation to a
length-wise vertical position. The heating element is located between the quartz
tube and the graphite radiation shield. The cavity containing the heating element is
continuously flushed with helium (Figure 2.3), which is introduced via a rotameter
through orifices located in the window assembly and vented through a port in the
casing at the lower end of the furnace. In the event of an over-pressurization of
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of experimental system.
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the casing, a pressure release valve is furnished through a port in the casing at the
upper end of the furnace.
Power for the heating element is provided by a 20 kVA power supply consisting
of a phase angle fired silicon controlled rectifier power regulator and a step-down
load transformer. Power may be manually adjusted or automatically adjusted by a
digital control programmer (Honeywell DCP-7700).
The signal for the programmer is produced by the Graphite/Boronated
Graphite thermocouple and transformed to a compatible programmer input by a
signal transmitter (Rochester Instrument Systems, Model SC-1304). The BGT-2
thermocouple has an exceptionally high output and sensitivity throughout its entire
operating temperature range, providing stable long-time operation to 2,250 K. All
designs of this type of thermocouple have appreciable thermal mass and conduction
losses along the graphite supporting elements to the water cooled cold-junction and
thus must be calibrated.
The calibration is performed by sighting a "disappearing filament" optical
pyrometer (Pyro Micro-optical Pyrometer, Model No. 95) through the furnace
windows into the thermally equilibrated ceramic cavity (length to diameter ratio, 10)
positioned at either end and the center of the uniformly hot zone which corresponds
to the length of furnace having optical access. From these measurements it was
found that maximum temperature difference within the uniformly hot zone did not
exceed 8 degrees at temperatures upto 1,500 K. Sighting the optical pyrometer
through quartz plate necessitates a correction to the observed temperature due
to absorption of certain radiation wavelengths. This correction amounts to an
additional 7 degrees at 1,400 K, 4 degrees at 1,200 K, and 1 degree at 1,000 K.
The furnace is mounted on an elevating support stand. The position of the
furnace may be manually adjusted through a 305 mm vertical displacement. The
furnace mounting bracket on the stand slides on hardened and ground shafts with
linear ball bushings to provide smooth vibration-free operation.
2.1.2. Fuel Reservoir and Atomization System
A vibrating orifice-type droplet generator was chosen for the introduction of
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fuel droplets into the reactor (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). A monosizcd droplet array is
injected vertically downward into the furnace through a small orifice mounted on
a piezo-electric vibrator (TSI Model 3050). The vibrator is driven by a variable
frequency function generator. The frequency of the signal is monitored by a
frequency counter (Tektronix Model DC 503). The combinations of different fuel
flow rate, orifice size and vibrator frequency permit the control of droplet size
and inter-droplet distance. Depending upon the viscosity of the fuel used the
temperature of the water flowing through the fuel reservoir jacket is adjusted to
give an efficient atomization of the fuel. For most heavy fuel oils proper atomization
can be achieved when the fuel is heated to 100 °C. For the case of low boiling point,
low viscosity fuel the water jacket is used only for the cooling of the fuel reservoir
and atomizer.
Pressurization of the fuel reservoir forces the fuel through the fuel feed lines to
the atomizer. The fuel circuit is purged of any gas bubble by letting the fuel drive
any gas through the vent line. The fuel lines being completely filled with liquid,
and the vent line valve closed, the only escape for the pressurized fuel is through
the atomizer orifice. The flow of fuel must be accurately and precisely controlled.
This requires that a precision pressure regulator (Bellofram Type 1IB) be used in
the pressurized gas line for the fuel reservoir. When the pressure is removed the
static head of the fuel is sufficient to cause the orifice to leak, thus a slight vacuum
is applied to the fuel reservoir to overcome the static head pressure, but not so
much that the surface tension of the liquid in the orifice is overcome and gas drawn
into the fuel system.
A cylindrical liquid jet is naturally unstable and tends to break up into droplets.
The optimum frequency of this process competes with a spectrum of allowable
frequencies causing the break-up to produce non-uniform droplets. The application
of an appropriate frequency will drive the system, forcing one size droplet to be
produced. Moreover, as one droplet is produced per cycle of disturbance, the size of
the droplet and initial interdrop spacing are precisely determined by the fuel feed
rate and the driving frequency,
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The stability with which a particular drop size is generated is determined from
consideration of the jet diameter and velocity at the vena-contracta following the
orifice. According to analyses by Schneider and Hendricks(1964), and Lindblad and
Schneider(1965), uniform droplets can be generated only by maintaining
1 < < 2, (2.3)
2.5Djv
and
Vj > (8a/piDj). (2.4)
Instability may be introduced into the liquid jet from mechanical disturbances
by the piezo-electric ceramic. The disturbances may result in the formation of
poly-disperse, non-uniform, orifice satellite droplets. However, if the applied signal
voltage is between 0.5 and 5 rms volts, the criteria of (2.3) and (2.4) ensure uniform
droplet generation.
2.1.3. Sample Collection System
A tranpiring type probe combined with a cascade impactor (Pilat Mark 3,
Pollution Control Systems Corp., Seatle, WA) was used. The special capability of
the sampling system (Figure 2.6) is that it can co-currently recover a mixture of fuel
residue, condensible vapor (including the unburnt portion of fuel in the vapor phase
if any), gaseus products, and carbonaceous particulates with minimal interaction
between phases.
The sample is drawn into the water cooled sampling probe which is positioned
coaxially with the fuel particle array and the reactor gas flow. The probe draws
in the entire flow from the reactor. The inside wall of the sampling probe is a
sintered stainless steel tube (Mott Metallurgical Corp.) having an inside diameter
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Figure 2.6. Sample collection system.
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of 6 min and an average pore diameter of 5 microrneters. The porous structure of
this material is such that it offers negligible resistance to gas flow. The ingested
sample is quenched and diluted by helium tranpired through the porous wall. The
mass of helium transpired is typically an order of magnitude greater than the mass
of the reactor gas flow, being about one liter per second at standard conditions.
The sample is progressively diluted and accelerated during its course through the
probe. The residence time in the probe is no greater than 70 ms. However, adequate
quenching is accomplished within 15 ms. The transpiration gas prevents deposition
of material on the walls of the probe, and the progressive dilution inhibits the
interaction between fuel residues, carbonaceous particulates, and condensed vapors.
Upon exiting the sampling probe, the fuel residue is segregated from the
carbonaceous particulates and condensed hydrocarbons in a cascade impactor. The
cascade impactor separates aerosol particles into a number of size fractions. The
separation of the aerosol particles is accomplished by passing the sample through
jet orifices of progressively dimishing diameter and increasing gas jet velocity.
The aerosol particles of sufficient size are inertially collected on the first particle
collection plate downstream of the first jet stage which is the single jet of the
sampling probe exit.
Soot particles are separated into a number of size fraction by the cascade
impactor. Fuel residue is collected on the top plate of the cascade impactor, and
the vapor phase condensate is collected on the subsequent plates mixed with the
soot particles. Soot particles are recovered by dissolving the condensates from the
plates into dichloroethane and filtering the solution through a membrane filter
(Millipore FGLP 025, pore size 0.2 m). By weighing the amount of soot filtered
we can calculate the soot loading (mass of soot/mass of fuel injected) for a specific
experimental condition.
Following the staged cascade is a glass fiber filter which removes any remaining
aerosol. This is followed by a hydrocarbon absorbing resin (XAD-2) to remove
uncondensed hydrocarbon vapors. The gas flow that leaves the system is connected
to vent (or bypassed to an NO/NO analyzer if desired).
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2.1.1. Gas Flow
Gas flows for the reactor and sampling probe (Figure 2.7) are controlled by a
bank of thermal mass flow meters (Brooks Model 5810 and 5811), each of which
activates a solenoid valve. The flow to the reactor is introduced through an annular
ring of radial jets which has internal baffles. The quench gas is introduced through
the sampling probe wall. Both the duct gas and quench gas are drawnf through
the sample collection system by a vacuum pump (Gast Vacuum/Pressure Pump
Model 0522-P2). Part of the gas leaving the sampling system can be sent to the
NO. analysis system. The pressure in the reactor is measured with a water gauge
manometer and adjusted to atmospheric pressure by a bleed valve on the inlet of
the vacuum pump.
2.1.5. Photographic lRecording System
Both a 35 mm format Single Lens lteflex(SLIR) camera equipped with a 200
mm lens with a 2 X extension ring and a 4 X 5 view camera with a 200 mm lens with
extension bellows were used for observing and recording the combustion process
through the windows on the furnace.
The view camera with extension bellows gave better magnification and more
precise informations on size variation of droplets, flame location and shape than
the 35 mm camera. The latter, however, has the advantages of ease of operation
and flexbility.
An electronic stroboscope (GenRad Model 1538-P3/P4) was positioned, and
by synchronizing it with the signal generator diving the fuel injection system, it
was possible to "freeze" the motion of the droplet array.
2.1.6. NOx Analysis System
The gas flow line from the cascade impactor was branched with a tee-fitting
and was connected to vacuum pump and NO, analysis system (Figure 2.8). A
sampling pump was connected to overcome the pressure drop due to the suction
from the vacuum pump and to keep constant gas flow rate through the analysis
system. Thermo Electron Model 14A Chemiluminescent NO-NO2-NO2 Analyzer
was employed to measure NO/NO. levels.
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The gas phase reactions of NO and ozone produce a characteristic luminescence
with an intensity linearly proportional to the concentration ef NO. Specifically,
NO + 0 3 - N2+0 2 + hv
light emission results when electronically excited NO 2 molecules decay to lower
states.
To measure NO concentrations, the gas sample to be analyzed is blended with
ozone in a flow reactor. The resulting chemiluminescence is monitored through
an optical filter with a high sensitivity photomultiplier positioned at one end of
the reactor. The filter-photomultiplier combination responds to light in a narrow
wave-length band unique to the above reaction. The flow parameters can be adjusted
in such a way that the output from the photomultiplier is linearly proportional
to the NO concentration. To measure NO. concentrations (i.e. NO+NO2), the
sample gas flow is diverted through an NO2-to-NO converter, in which stainless
steel is used as catalyst. The converter is operated at 750 °C. The chemiluminescent
response in the flow reactor to the converter effluent is linearly proportional to the
NO, concentration entering the converter.
It is well known that the stainless steel catalyst will quantitatively convert
gaseous ammonia at 750 C to NO [Hodgeson, et al.(1971)J. If there exists
nitrogeneous species (mainly cyanide or amines which are intemediates to NO as
discussed in Chapter 1) in the sample gas from the reactor, it may give higher
NO: signal even if the NO 2 level is very low. The use of molybdenum catalyst in
lieu of stainless steel catalyst will result in the selective conversion of NO 2 to NO.
However, in the combustion systems, the NO 2 emission level is much lower than
that of NO and there is a strong possibility of producing other nitrogeneous species
emission especially at the fuel-rich regime.
2.2. Optical System for Soot Concentration Measurement
An optical system using light absorption technique was developed and employed
to measure the soot concentration distribution along droplet arrays. The system
uses a collimated beam of width greater than that of the lamrne so that the alignment
procedure becomes relatively easy.
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A generalized treatment of the problem involving transmittance of collimated
radiation by variously shaped objects was reported by Rab, et a.(1984).
2.2.1. Theory
Consider collimated radiation passing through a cylindrical flame (Figure 2.9)
and assume that the attenuation of monochromatic radiation along a path follows
the Lambert-Bouger law,
I(L) = Ioe-kL. (2.5)
By integrating Equation (2.5) over the volume traversed by the beam we can obtain
the overall transmittance as a function of concentration.
The integration of (2.5) for a cylinder of radius R can be performed as follows:
= RI(L) dx/ RIodz = e- kL d, (2.6)f! RR 
where r = overall transmittance, and
L = 2R 2- 2 . (2.7)
The integral of (2.6) can be transformed by substituting (2.7) into (2.6) and
rearranging as follows:
fo~ekd ffJD e-kLLdLe- k L  z --  (2.8)
where D = 2R= diameter of cylinder.
If k is constant (i.e. independent of position), the integral on the right-hand-side
of (2.8) can be evaluated as [Erdelyi (1954)]
D e-kLLdL = D-
= - - [11(e) - Li (e)], (2.9)
where
( = kD,
11() = modified Bessel function of order 1,
L 1(() = modified Struve function of order 1.
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Figure 2.9. Collimated radiation passing through a cylinder (top view).
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Thus, we obtain
r = 1 - - [1() - Li()]. (2.10)
~~2~~~~ ~(2.10)
For various values of , was calculated by using tables of Ii(e) and Ll(e) from
Abramowitz and Stegun(1964), tabulated in Table 2.1, and plotted in Figure 2.10.
The asymptotic formula of r for small is (See Appendix A)
e-e (2.11)
and for the optically thin limit ( < 1) the overall transmittance for a cylindrical
flame can be approximated by (2.11).
2.2.2. Application to Soot Concentration Measurement
The absorption coefficient k is related to the volume fraction of soot as
k = FC. (2.12)
The values of k/C for soot of different origins and for various wavelengths of
incident radiation are tabulated by Dalzell and Sarofim(1969). By reading the light
detector signal, we can calculate the overall transmittance, and using Figure 2.10
or Table 2.1 we can find the corresponding . The diameter of the flame, D can be
measured either by telescope observation or by photography. From the values of
D, F, and we can evaluate C, the soot volume fraction.
2.2.3. Equipment Setup
The schematic of light absorption experiment system is given in Figure 2.11.
A He-Ne laser (power output = 5 mW, wavelength = 632.8 nm) was employed as
the monochromatic light source. The beam from the laser source is collimated by
passing through a combination of lenses and through a 10 mm X 10 mm square
aperture before being introduced to the flame. The thickness of the flame was
narrower than 10 mm. After passing through the flame the beam is focused on
a photomultiplier tube (PMT) by using a lens. Several optical filters are installed
before the PMT to adjust the intensity of light reaching the tube. The power supply
level to the tube is maintained at 500 V or 600 V to give a stable PMT signal. The
signal from the PMT is monitored with an oscilloscope (Tektronix Model T912)
and is recorded on a recorder (lcwlctt-Packard Model 7133A).
Table 2.1. Numerical Values of 1 - [1(E)- L I()]2
1- -2
0.0 1.0000
0.1 0.9247
0.2 0.8555
0.3 0.7919
0.4 0.7334
0.5 0.6796
0.6 0.6301
0.7 0.5846
0.8 0.5427
0.9 0.5040
1.0 0.4685
1.1 0.4357
1.2 0.4054
1.3 0.3775
1.4 0.3518
1.5 0.3280
1.6 0.3060
1.7 0.2858
1.8 0.2670
1.9 0.2497
2.0 0.2336
2.1 0.2188
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2.3. Experimental Conditions
2.3.1. Fuel
The fuel used for the most part of the experiment was n-dodecane. It is
appropriate to develop the methodology and data on a simple fuel with well known
properties (Table 2.2). For the purpose of studying NO. formation from fuel-bound
nitrogen, the dodecane was doped with one weight percent nitrogen in the form
of quinoline. The fuel was prepared by mixing 6.32 parts by volume of quinoline
with 100 parts by volume of dodecane. Several heavy fuel oils and synthetic fuel
oils were used for the evaporation studies. Gulf Coast No. 6 fuel oil was used for
the ignition study.
2.3.2. Initial Droplet Size
The initial size of droplet was varied by the use of different size orifices, the
change of the crystal vibration frequency, and the pressure applied to the fuel
reservoir. Two orifices were used; one with 100 pm nominal diameter hole, and the
other with 50 um nominal diameter hole.
2.3.3. Fuel Flow Rate
Depending upon the size of the orifice and the pressure applied to the fuel
reservoir, the fuel flow rate can be determined. The range of fuel feed rate used
was 0.67 ml/min - 2 ml/min.
2.3.4. Crystal Vibration Frequency
The frequency of fuel atomizer was usually kept at 10 kHz.
2.3.5. Duct Gas Flow Rate
The total duct gas (helium/oxygen mixture) flow rate was usually kept at 5
I/min.
2.3.6. Oxygen Concentration
Oxygen concentration was varied between 0 and 70% by volume at the duct
gas flow rate of 5 I/min.
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Table 2.2. Properties of n-dodccane.
Formula: CH3 (CH2) 10CH3
Formula weight: 170.33
Specific gravity: 0.75120/4
Melting point: 263.55 K
Boiling point: 487.65 K
Specific enthalpy of evaporation
at 25 OC: 359.8 kJ/kg
at boiling point: 256 kJ/kg
Molar isobaric heat capacity of vapor
at zero pressure and 250C: 280.3 J/mol-K
Enthalpy of combustion per unit mass
at 25 OC and 1 atm to H2O(liq.) and C02(gas):
liquid; -47,472 kJ/kg
gas ; -47,831 kJ/kg
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2.3.7. Furnace Temperature
Furnace temperature was maintained at 1,000 - 1,200 K.
2.3.8. Initial Fuel Temperature
Initial fuel temperature was varied by regulating the water flow rate through
the fuel reservoir cooling jacket. The range of temperature was 5 - 65 C.
2.3.9. Residence Time of Droplet
The residence time of the droplets could be varied by varying the position of
the sampling probe. The maximum distance between the atomizer and the sampling
probe was 0.25 m.
2.4. Experimental Procedures
2.4.1. Furnace Operation
The sampling probe was aligned parallel to the axis of furnace by using a laser
beam. When the temperature of the furnace reached the set point, the fuel injection
system was installed and aligned to the sampling probe. The sample collection
system was then assembled. With the total duct gas flow rate of 5 I/min, the
volume percent of oxygen was varied by changing the set points of the helium and
oxygen mass flow controllers. The transpiration gas flow rate of the sampling probe
was set at 50 I/min (or 40 /min for some runs), and the ractor zone pressure was
adjusted with the bleed valve of vacuum pump.
The pressure on the fuel injection system was increased from the original low
pressure (evacuated) value to the operating pressure (3 to 5 psig), and the timing
of fuel flow was begun. After a certain period of fuel flow, the pressure on the
fuel injection system was restored to the original low value. During the combustion
process, sample collection, NO/NO2 analysis, ignition measurement and/or light
absorption measurement were pursued.
2.4.2. Sample Handling
The carbonaceous particulates were collected mostly on the fifth (jet diameter
= 508 /lm) and sixth (jet diameter = 343 m) plates from the top of the cascade
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impactor. As the particles were collected together with the condensate from vapor
phase combustion mixture, those should be separated. The plates were put into
dichloromethane. With an ultrasonic cleaner the solution was stirred vigorously
to give an uniform suspension of particles. The solution was filtered by using a
membrane filter system (Millipore FGLP 025-00, 1" diameter). The relatively small
size and light weight of filter paper (about 25 mg) gave very accurate results on
particle weight measurement. A microbalance (Perkin-Elmer Model AD2Z) with
the. accuracy of 0.01 mg for a sample weight of order of 10 mg was used for
weighing. The filtered liquid was found to be very clear with no visible evidence of
particles. The liquid can be used for further chromatographic analyses on unburnt
fuel, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, etc.
2.4.3. Light Absorption Measurement
When the temperature of furnace reached a specified point, light was passed
through the furnace without any fuel in the furnace. The recorded signal from the
photomultiplier tube was considered to be the base intensity. To determine any light
absorption by droplets, droplet array was introduced to the furnace with no oxygen
flow. It was determined that the attenuation of light by the droplet arrays was
neglible. Then with a specified oxygen concentration a flame was formed around
the droplet array, and the attenuation from luminous flame was recorded. The
difference between the two signals was converted into the overall transmittance. As
the diameter of flame is smaller than the thickness of the beam, we should consider
the unattenuated portion of beam outside the flame in the calculation of overall
transmittance. Each 10 mm X 10 mm zone from the droplet generator following
the flame axis to the sampling probe was analyzed.
By using a 4X5 view camera equipped with a 200 mm lens and bellows
for magnification, the flame diameter was determined. Following the procedures
described in Section 2.2, the volume concentration of soot was calculated. A sample
calculational procedure is presented in Appendix B.
A representative PMT signal is presented in Figure 2.12. When we introduce
the fuel into the furnace, the fuel is ignited after a time lag and a combustion wave
is propagated from the bottom part of the flame toward the droplet generator to
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Figure 2.12. A sample PMT signal.
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be stabilized at a certain distance from the atomizer depending upon the operation
condition. This propagation of high luminous flame is represented by the initial
peak in Figure 2.12. There occurs small scale oscillation in the flame as shown in
Figure 2.12. An average value of the oscillating signal is taken as the attenuated
value. When we cut the fuel flow by switching the fuel reservoir from pressure to
vacuum, highly sooting combustion wave is propagated backward and the flame
is extinguished. This propagation and extinction of flame is represented by the
second round peak in Figure 2.12.
Near the ignition point, as the concentration of soot is very low, it is very
difficult to get a detectable signal attenuation. And as we go down to the sampling
probe, due to a decrease in oxygen concentration diffusion of combustible occurs to
cause an expansion of flame volume. In this region, although the signal attenuation
is sufficiently large to be detected, the boundary of flame is very difficult to
determine. Despite of these difficulties, data showing the insight of soot formation
process along a droplet array are obtained and illustrate the potential applicability
of the presnnt optical technique.
2.4.4. NOx Emission Measurement
While operating the furnace as described previously, the sampling and vacuum
pumps of the NO_ analysis system were started. By adjusting the rotameter setting
on the NO. analyzer at 2 ft3/hr, we could measure NO/NOz levels from several
parts per billion to 2,500 parts per million.
For each run, both reading on NO mode and NO. mode were taken consecutively,
and were repeated several times to confirm consistency and reproducibility.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Observations on Burning Droplets
Depending on oxygen concentration and furnace temperature, the luminosity
of the flame changed drastically. A representative photograph of burning droplets
is given in Figure 3.1. We can clearly see the flame surrounding the burning droplet
array and the variation of droplet size during combustion. Due to the limit of
aperture of the camera, Figure 3.1 shows only the upper portion of the flame.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the details of the flame shape observed from 35 mm color
slide. The dark blue crown shaped zone around the perimeter corresponding to the
ignition zone is convex upward.
3.2. Relation of Soot and NOx Emissions to Ignition
The amount of soot recovered (kg) from the filtration process per unit mass
(kg) of fuel injected for two different furnace temperatures with respect to various
oxygen concentration (in volume %) is plotted in Figure 3.3.
For both of the cases there are certain limit of oxygen concentration over which
stable visible flames were obtained. At oxygen concentrations below the limit at
which no visible flame could be observed no soot was collected. This clearly shows
the importance of ignition phenomena in relation to the formation of soot in liquid
fuel combustion process.
As we increase the oxygen concentration, the amount of soot collected increases
and then decreases with a maximum of soot loading around 40% of oxygen for both -
furnace temperatures. This may be interpreted as following: the flame temperature
increases wi.a increased oxygen concentration resulting in more soot formation;
at the same time the rate of soot burnout is increased with increases in oxygen
concentration [Glassman and Yaccarino(1981)1.
The fuel used for NO. emission experiment was n-dodecane doped with
quinoline. Ilanson(1982) has shown through experimental and modelling study of
nitrogen evolution from pyrolyzing. 150 m droplet arrays of n-dodecane doped
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Figure 3.1. Photograph of burning droplet array.
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with quinoline that the quinoline evolves uniformly along the diagonal line on the
fractional evolution of nitrogen versus the extent of vaporization curve (Figure
3.4). Thus we can approximate the fraction of quinoline evolved is nearly equal to
the extent of vaporization of total fuel. The properties of quinoline compiled from
various sources [Perry and Chilton(1973), Lin, et a.(1980)] are tabulated in Table
3.1.
To simulate the nitrogen content of typical high nitrogen containing fuels the
weight percent of nitrogen was chosen to be 1. The fuel was prepared as described
in Section 2.3.1. The analysis system for NO_ and the experimental procedure
are explained in Section 2.1.6 and Section 2.4.4, respectively. The conditions of
experiments are presented in Table 3.2.
On the top plate of the cascade impactor, no liquid residue was collected. It
was assumed that the fuel di'oplets evaporated completely before the quenching
process.
Presented in Figure 3.5 are the NO/NO: emission levels from the reactor
with 100 pm droplet array for various oxygen concentrations. Also presented is
the corresponding conversion of fuel nitrogen to NO. The maximum conversion is
about 55% which is of similar level to data from other studies of diffusion flames.
The ignition occurs at 5% oxygen, and the envelope flame surrounds the droplet
array. In the preignition zone there occurs the evaporation'of fuel and the mixing
with oxygen. The discrepancy between NO. mode reading and NO mode reading
on the analyzer at low oxygen concentration level (< 35% oxygen) seems to be not
due to NO 2 but to the nitrogeneous intermediates. As discussed in Section 2.1.6 the
stainless steel catalyst used in the NO. analyzer converts the nitrogeneous species
to NO and gives a higher reading when operated at NO_ mode. The sudden increase
in NO and NO, reading at the ignition point is caused by a jump in evaporation
rate of fuel.
We have observed that the emission of soot and NO: closely correlated with
the ignition of the fuel droplets. A mathematical model for the ignition of fuel
droplets was developed.
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Figure 3.4. Fractional evolution of nitrogenous components from n-dodecane doped
with pyridine, quinoline or acridine during pyrolysis of a 150 #m droplet array
(data points are experimental, solid curves are from theoretical calculations).
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Table 3.1. Properties of Quinoline.
Formula: CH7N
Formula weight: 129.1610
Specific gravity: 1.09520/4
Melting point: 257e6 K
Boiling point: 510.78 K
Acentric factor: 0.262
Refractive index at 293.15 K: 1.6268
Surface tension at 293.15 K: 45.62 dynes/cm
Dielectric constant at 293.15 K: 9.09
Dipole moment: 2.75 Debye
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Table 3.2. Experimental Conditions for NO. Emission Study.
Fuel: n-dodecane doped with quinoline
Initial droplet diameter: 100, 125 micrometer
Fuel flow rate: 0.673, 0.9 ml/min
Duct gas flow rate: 5 1/min
Quench gas flow rate: 40 1/min
Oxygen concentration: 0 - 70% by volume
Furnace temperature: 1,000 K, 1,100 K
Initial droplet temperature: 278.15 K
Droplet residence time: 40 ms
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Figure 3.5. NO emission vs. oxygen concentration.
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3.3. Ignition Studies
Although there have been numerous studies of fuel droplet combustion, the
fuel droplet ignition process is still poorly understood. When a droplet is injected
into a hot gas environment, it undergoes vaporization forming a fuel vapor/oxidizer
mixture of combustible proportion around the droplet. Both the critical conditions
necessary for ignition to occur and the physical and chemical processes involved
should be studied.
The ignition delay time is defined as time to ignition measured from the time
a droplet of liquid fuel is introduced into a high temperature oxidizing medium.
Most of the experimental studies on liquid fuel droplet ignition are concerned
with the measurements and empirical correlations on the ignition delay time
[Mullins(1949), Mullins(1955), Nishiwaki(1955), Masdin and Thring(1962), El-Wakil
and Abdou(1966), Faeth and Olson(1968), Wood and Rosner(1969), Sangiovanni
and Kesten(1977a, 1977b), Saitoh, et al.(1982), Rah, et al.(1982)j. It has been
a common practice among researchers to represent the temperature effect on the
ignition delay time as an Arrhenius-type function. However, it is unlikely that this
representation is very accurate owing to the subjective and indefinitive nature of the
criterion by which the ignition delay time is estimated. Other possible complications
are discussed by Mullins(1955).
The idea of studying the droplet ignition by examining the conditions of a
sudden jump in mass burning rate for changes in parameters was initiated by
Polymeropoulos and Peskin(1969). They integrated the balance equations for the
steady state combustion of liquid fuel droplets in an oxidizing atmosphere for
various fuel-oxygen systems numerically. They obtained a continuous description
of the droplet behavior from the low mass burning rate kinetic controlled region
to the high mass burning rate diffusion controlled region. Ignition conditions were
obtained as a function of ambient oxygen concentration for various reaction rates,
reaction orders, and stoichiometric ratios.
Sangiovanni and Kesten(1977b) solved the equations describing the vaporization
and transport processes which occur during the ignition period when a single,
isolated fuel droplet is entrained in a combustion gas stream. They used the
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ignition criterion first suggested by Facth and Olson(1968). Tile criterion is based
on the premise that ignition takes place when the concentration of a critical
chain-branching intermediate chemical species (unidentified) reaches a critical value
in the gas phase. Although the criterion is claimed to have an advantage in terms
of the simplicity of application, it is the arbitrariness of selecting an unidentified
species concentration thatbrings about doubts on the validity of the model.
Law(1975) analyzed the quasi-steady diffusion flame structure in droplet
by using the technique of large activation energy asymptotics [Williams(1971),
Buckmaster and Ludford(1982)J for a one-step Arrhenius reaction in the gas
phase. He produced the characteristic ignition-extinction S-shaped curve for various
combustion regimes and determined the critical Damkbhler numbers for ignition
and extinction. Law(1978) later applied these results to the analysis of the droplet
ignition process by coupling it with an analysis of droplet heating process.
The quasi-steady state theory simplifies the mathematics involved and is useful
in studying the droplet burning process. However, the processes involved in fuel
droplet ignition are inherently unsteady, and the quasi-steady state theory may
not be appropriate for the analysis of the droplet ignition process. The problem
should be treated as a "parametric sensitivity" problem of transient equations
rather than a "stability" problem of the steady state solutions of balance equations.
The numerical analyses of Bloshenko, et a.(19't3) and Niioka, et al.(1980) seem to
lead to the right direction of approach by treating the system of partial differential
equations, which describes the unsteady behavior of the processes.
In the present study, an attempt is made to analyze the problem of liquid fuel
droplet ignition with the reasoning based on the accumulated knowledge on the
thermal theo of ignition of gaseous fuels [Frank-Kamenetskii(1969), Merzhanov
and Averson(1971), Gray and Sherrington(1977)J.
Balance 'equations are set up and nondimensionalized. The strategy of treating
the moving phase boundary and the ignition criterion are explained. The system
of partial differential equations are solved numerically and the calculation results
are compared with the experimental data.
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The study is extenlded to the case of real fuel droplet. Following tile line of
approach taken for the case of single component droplet, it is shown that the
ignition process of nulticomponent real fuel droplet can be treated in a similar
way.
3.3.1. Mathematical Formulation
Consider a fuel droplet entering an unbounded gaseous medium containing an
oxdizer. We represent the reaction between the vapors of the fuel and the oxidizer
by
F + O - (1 + )P, (3.1)
where F, 0, and P denote the mass of fuel, oxidizer, and product species respectively.
It is also assumed that the spherical symmetry holds.
We can write a system of equations descrbing the ignition and combustion of
a droplet as follows:
For liquid phase, 0 < r < R;
CpIPI 9 = I (kr Ka. (3.2)
For gas phase, R < r < oo;
-P+ a (r2pv)= , (3.3)
aT c7 T 1 aT
pCp - 2r (kr r) pC + MFQw, (3.4)8t 8 7r r ir
8Y 0 _ 18Yo 1 Y0ao _2 (Dp2ry )_- gpv - MO (3.5)
at : r ( r ar
YF : 1 r 2F YF MF, (3.6)
P at i ( Dpresenea - MF- - (3.6)at 2rO a r
where the reaction rate is represented as an Arrhenius form
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-w= 2)°} p( E (37)
MoMF -(RT
The initial and boundary conditions are
t= O, r < R; T =To (3.8)
t= o0; R = Ro (3.9)
t=, r > R and t >0, r-, oo;
T = Too, YF = , YO = Yooo, pv = O (3.10)
OT
r = 0; =0 (3.11)
ar
r = R, t > 0;
dt
TSo = To+o (3.13)
t ar )X - ( )+o + pl dt (.14)
pD( --O), = pvYo (3.15)
ar
-pDtaF ), = pv,(l--YF) (3.16)
In equations (3.3) - (3.6) the Stefan flux is taken into consideration.
Also, we can specify the relationship between the liquid temperature and
the gas phase fuel concentration at the liquid surface from the equilibrium vapor
pressure of the pure fuel as a function of temperature. Vapor pressure data can be
correlated for use on a computer; the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
YF = exp [- ( Tb 1)] (3.17)
is frequently employed for this purpose. This is adequate as long as the liquid phase
solubilities of the ambient gases are low and pressure levels are moderate, i.e. in
the range where an ideal gas model is valid near the liquid surface.
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The above system of partial differential equations should be supplemented by
the equation of motion. However, with subsonic flow velocities, the arising pressure
gradients are very small, and to a good degree of approximation, the pressure of
the system can be assumed to be constant. We further assume that Dp and the
material properties are constant. Thus,
p = po,, and pvr 2 = constant. (3.18)
From experimental observations and numerical calculations Hubbard, et
al.(1975), Saitoh and Nagano(1980)], for pure component fuels, it is known that
the droplet diameter can be represented with the d2-law as a function of time;
d2 = d -Xt (3.19)
even for the unsteady-state evaporation and burning. Thus, the droplet radius can
be represented as
R 2 = R -- Kbt, (3.20)
where
Kb = (3.21)
Substitution of Eq. (3.20) into (3.12) leads to a relationship for Stefan flow velocity
at the liquid surface,
Kb
Kb (i-PP)Is - p /A (3.22)
2 R Kbt
and from Eq. (3.18) we get
v(r, t) = 2rK(1 - pl/p)/Ro - Kbt. (3.23)
By specifying the moving boundary position with Eq. (3.20) we can express the
Stefan velocity explicitly as a function of position and time.
The general problem of moving boundary is quite complicated. It is getting
increasing attention in recent scientific literatures [Ockendon and lodgkinls(1974),
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Crank(1975), Wilson(1978), Flasano and Prinniccrio(1981), Elliott and Ockendon
(1982)].
As discussed by Waldman(1975), the liquid-phase transient may be assumed
either small or large compared with the diffusion transient. Sirignano and Law(1978)
have shown that the bulk droplet vaporization characteristics can be predicted with
good accuracy regardless of how internal heat transfer is modeled. Since detailed
modeling is not critical, it is then judicious to select a model for its mathematical
convenience. We will assume the droplet temperature to be uniform (rapid mixing
assumption), and then we can represent the droplet temperature as
T(r, t) = T(t) for 0 r < R. (3.24)
3.3.2. Noudimensionalization
Let's define the following non-dimensional variables:
r
r (3.25)Ro
Dt (3.26)
RgT2,
·vRo
v= vR (3.28)D
Eq. (3.27) is equivalent to the definition of Frank-Kamenetskii(1969).
Although Yo and YF are dimensionless, we can make the form of equations
more accessible by defining
Xo - Mo MF YO (3.29)
and
Xr - Mo + MFYF (3.30)
MF
If we assume that the physical properties are constant and the Lewis number
for the gas phase
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kLe- k
pCpD
equal unity, then the gas phase balance equations become
ao i a 2 30
= 2a( a)T  8 8
1 a 2aXo
= aE2 (ae ae
- a axF)
-v ae + D H XOXF exp 1 +--)
. ax0
aoC
* aXF
-v-
o~
-D XOXF xp
-D *XoX F exp(
1 + oja
1+ 0/7
E
RgToo'
K exp(-E/RgT)pRn.
· (Mo + MF)RgT2 Cp'
and
H* M
(#Mo + A
Eq. (3.35) is one of the Damnkoler numbers.
The Stefan flux velocities are given by;
= Rov
V8-D
FQE
F)RgT2 Cp' '
Kb
=~Kb (Pl/p-1),
2D 1l- Kbr/D
and
2Kb(PI/P 1)/
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(3.31)
axo
Or
aXF
ar
where
(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)
Arnd the initial and boundary conditions are
E
r=0, < ; s =0 = T (To - Too), (3.39)
r - 0; s 1, (3.40)
r - 0, > 5 and r > 0, - oo;
=0, XF = 0, X = X- Ao + MFyo (3.41)
#Mo
= 1 Kb (3.42)
= =, r~ > 0;
ao E D PC 1D- 0]0 = °, (3-44)
ae LRg T k k -
-O Vo, (3.45)
axF * AMO + MF
XF -v*( Mo -F XF), (3.46)
XF M + MF exp[ MFL RgT 2 bIE + T _ (347)X4F exp - l~v~l~u 1 ~0 )1- I(3.47)
MF Rg Tb Rg T2, /E+ To
3.3.3. Solution Scheme
Equations (3.31) - (3.33) are to be solved with the relations (3.34) - (3.47). The
order of magnitude analysis of equation (3.31) with the reported ignition time values
shows that both diffusion and reaction terms are equally important for ignition to
occur. The convection term due to phase change is of the same order of magnitude
with other terms in the early stage of vaporization and becomes less significant in
the later stab,'; of vaporization and combustion.
No analytical solutions has been obtained for the system of partial differential
equations thus far. Numerical calculations by using the method of lines were
carried out. A general purpose subroutine package, D03PBF, which can integrate
a system of linear or nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations was used
on the MULTICS operating system on the HIoneywell DPS 8/70 computer at the
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Information Processing Services of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A general
description of the subroutine D03PBF is documented in Appendix D.
The incident of ignition would be identified with the first appearance of a
temperature-time inflection (prior to maximum change in gas phase temperature).
To attain the high temperature rises associated with ignition, any solution of
balance equations must become rapidly acceleratory. This is only possible if
the temperature-time derivative, which is initially decreasing, switches to adopt
increasing values. The condition, d20/dr2 = 0, represents the boundary along which
this becomes possible. As pointed out by Gray and Sherrington(1977) this criterion
is physically reasonable, however, its somewhat empirical nature excludes more
complex kinetic systems.
3.3.4. Calculation Procedure
The subroutine D03PBF employs the method of lines as the solution scheme
[Sincovec and Madsen(1975)]. The derivatives in space variable are approximated
by the finite-difference formula and the resulting system of ordinary differential
equations is solved by using an ordinary differential equation solver (Gear's package)
[Gear(1971), Byrne, et al.(1977), Finlayson(1980)].
Although the balance equations are written for an infinite domain, the solution
converges to the values of infinite C within relatively short distance (near ~ = 5 for
most of situations), and thus the domain of integration was taken between I = 1
and = 10.
Depending upon the number of mesh points on the finite-difference approxima-
tion of space derivatives and the accuracy of integration on time, the total time
and cost of computation vary drastically. Several different combinations of NPTS
and ACC values were tested. Proper and stable solutions were obtained by setting
NPTS = 21 and ACC = 10 2 - 10- 3. For the case when TOUT should be large
(, 102, when Yo,o is small), however, ACC was taken to be 10- 1 for economy of
calculation.
As the anticipated solutions might have boundary layer characters near the
liquid droplet surface, IMESII = 3 was chosen for the mesh specification (refer to
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Appendix LB).
For the preignition period, the change in droplet size is very small compared
to the original droplet size and the overall dimension of space considered for the
integration. The mesh points were positioned from = I to = 10. By assuming
that the mesh point positions did not change, the ordinary differential equations
were integrated to a certain specified time, = TOUT. The history of the maximum
temperature in gas phase was kept track and the first inflection point on the 0,ma,
vs. r curve was adopted as the ignition point.
As soon as the droplet is surrounded by a flame,the rate of evaporation of
fuel would jump to a higher value and the burning rate constant, Kb, used for
the initial integration step can not be used. For the purpose of present study,
only the identification of the ignition delay time is necessary and no further
investigation on the combustion behavior of droplets using the numerical method is
pursued. The calculation procedure is represented as a simple flowchart in Figure
3.6. In Appendix E, a sample FORTRAN program to derive the temperature and
concentration profiles with the source listings for the subroutines PDEF and BNDY
is presented.
3.3.5. Comparison of Theory with Experiments on Simple Hydrocarbon
We considered the complete combustion of n-dodecane;
1
C12H2 6 + 18 02 12CO2 + 13H20.2
The ignition delay time was measured by taking photographs similar to Figure
3.1 of the zone near the ignition point and counting the number of droplets down
to the point of ignition. Each droplet interval corresponds to the reciprocal of the
frequency of the signal generator (0.1 ms for 10 kHz). The experimental data were
compared with the results from the numerical calculations.
For the calculations following data were adopted or estimated from various
sources [Perry and Chilton(1973), Vargaftik(1975), Rose and Cooper(1977), Reid,
et a.(1977)]:
-- 18.5
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START
ISET PARAMETERS FOR DO3PBF
I DATA INPUT I
I
INITIALIZATION
i SET TOUT
r
1
i-
CALL D03PBF
r~~~~~es~~eERROR I Yes YORECT LED TED ?
No
GNITVION
Yes
WRITE RESULT
No
Yes
CONT NU
No
STOP
Figure 3.6. Flow chart for solution scheme.
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I
I
i
_... 
. o
...
I
PDEFF BNDY
Mo = 0.032 kg/mol
MF = 0.170 kg/mol
Rg = 8.31433 J/mol-K
Q = 4.7831 X 107 J/kg
L = 2.56 X 105 J/kg
pl(2 0 °C) = 748.7 kg/m3
pt(boiling point)= 598 kg/m3
Cp-= 4.2 X 103 J/kg-K
Tb = 489.43 K
To = 278.15 K
The gas phase properties were obtained from a simple 1/3 rule adopted for the
reference temperature;
1
Tr = Tb + (Too- Tb) (3.48)3
following the recommendations by Hubbard, et al.(1975).
Thermal conductivity (k);
7.1 X 10-2 W/m-K (1,000 K)
7.58 X 10-2 W/m-K (1,100 K)
8.10 X 10-2 W/m-K (1,200 K)
Heat capacity (Cpl;
3.1 X 103 J/kg-K
Density (p);.
0.9 kg/m3 (1,000 K)
0.85 kg/rn3 (1,100 K)
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0.82 kg/in3 (1,200 K)
The diffusivity can be estimated from the assumed relationship;
k
pCDonstant, b, was taken from the measurement by Hanson(1982)
The burning rate constant, Kb, was taken from the measurement by Hanson(1982)
for the same type of fuel used in the same furnace as the present study. We can
also estimate the value of Kb from theory.
Burning rate constant (Kb);
8.85 X 10-8 m 2/s (1,000 K)
9.51 X 10- 8 m 2/s (1,100 K)
1.285 X 10- 7 m2 /s (1,200 K)
There is no fixed value available for the constants used in the global chemical
reaction rate expression. The values adopted for other reported studies [Sangiovanni
and Kesten(1977), Law(1978), Saitoh and Nagano(1980), Niioka, et a.(1980)J are
in the ranges
K= 105 - 107 m 2/mol-s,
E = 20 - 40 kcal/mol (83.74 - 167.48 kJ/mol).
The values K = 105 m 2/mol-s and E - 25 kcal/mol were found to give satisfactory
results for the present study.
The values of oxygen volume percent and the corresponding Yoo, for the total
gas flow rate of 5 /min are tabulated in Table 3.3.
For a given set of parameters, several ranges of TOUT values were tested to see
if the ignition occured within that range. If the ignition was occuring between two
different values of TOUT, then an intermediate value of TOUT was tried for the
test of ignition. After getting the value of ignition delay time within the accuracy of
ACC, we could assume a fairly good trial value of TOUT for the next caluculation
with a slight change in parameters (Yooo, for example) based on the result of the
previous calculation.
In Figure 3.7 time history of temperature profile for the following set of
conditions is presented:
8
Table 3.3. Valves of Yo, for Various Oxygen Volume Percent.
02 Vol. % YOo
0.0 0.000
5.0 0.292
10.0 0.471
15.0 0.585
20.0 0.667
25.0 0.727
30.0 0.774
35.0 0.822
40.0 0. 842
45.0 0.867
50.0 0.889
55.0 0.907
60.0 0.923
65.0 0.937
70.0 0.949
75.0 0.960
80.0 0.970
85.0 0.978
90.0 0.986
95.0 0.993
100.0 1.000
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Figure 3.7. Temperature history.
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Too = 1,000 K
do = 150 um
To = 5 C (278.15 K)
Yo, = 0.937 (65 %)
The corresponding mass fraction history is given in Figure 3.8. Just before t = 10
ms, a peak in temperature appears and is growing very rapidly as we continue the
integration to higher values of time. For t = 100 ms, for example, the maximum
value of T reached 2.397 X 104 K, which is unrealistic. The reason for this
monotonic increase in predicted temperature after ignition is that we have adopted
simple single step, irreversible kinetics. As we already discussed before, we cannot
continue the integration procedure with the same value of Kb after the incident of
ignition, and thus keeping track of the temperature history for the entire combustion
process of the droplet is meaningless for the present study.
The resulting solutions are plotted and compared with the corresponding
experimental results in Figures 3.9 - 3.16, respectively. The calculated results are
represented with solid curves and the experimental data with circles. The general
trend is that the ignition delay time decreases with increase in oxygen concentration
and asymptotically approaches a limiting value. The present analysis predicts the
general trend of ignition delay time versus oxygen concentration very well. For the
most cases, the predicted value of the ignition delay time is smaller than that of
the experimentally observed case.
Experimental observations (see Section 3.2) showed that there were certain limits
of oxygen concentration beyond which no ignition can be observed. The theoretical
prediction, however, shows that a droplet should ignite given a sufficient time. One
reason for this discrepancy is due to the single step, irreversible kinetics employed
for the model. More detailed understanding of reaction kinetics is necesasary for
refining the whole modeling process of droplet ignition and combustion.
3.3.5.1. Effect o' Furnace Temperature
Increases in ambient temperature are expected to accelerate the ignition
process. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the ignition delay time for different furnace
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Figure 3.8. Mass fraction history.
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Figure 3.9. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (Too = 1,000 K, To = 278.15 K,
do = 150pm).
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Figure 3.10. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (TO, = 1,200 K, To 278.15 K,
do = 150/,m).
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Figure 3.11. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experirnent and theoretical calculations ( = 1,000 K, To = 333.15 K,
do = 15Oum).
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Figure 3.12. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (T = 1,000 K, To = 278.15 K,
do = 125/pm).
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Figure 3.13. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (To, = 1,100 K, To = 278.15 K,
do = 125/um).
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Figure 3.14. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (To = 1,200 K, 7T = 278.15 K,
do = 125,m).
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Figure 3.15. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (T.o = 1,000 K, To = 278.15 K,
do-= 1CO/m).
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Figure 3.16. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (Too = 1,000 K, To - 333.15 K,
do = 100pm).
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Figure 3.17. Effect of furnace temperature on ignition delay; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (To = 278.15 K, do = 150#m).
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Figure 3.18. Effect of furnace temperature on ignition delay; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (To = 278.15 K, do = 125um).
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temperatures for initial droplet diametenrs of 150 min and 125 m, respectively.
They clearly show that the inverse relationship between the ambient temperature
and the ignition delay time.
3.3.5.2. Effect of Droplet Size
The effect of droplet size change on the ignition delay time is illustrated in
Figure 3.19. The smaller droplets (for a specified initial temperature) exhibit shorter
ignition delay times. This is expected, since smaller droplets will heat more quickly.
3.3.5.3. Effect of Initial Temperature of Droplet
As shown in Figure 3.20 an increase in initial temperature shows a significant
decrease in ignition delay time. This illustrates that the heating process of the
droplets is one of the major parts involved in the ignition process. Although larger
droplets generally show longer ignition delay times, larger droplets with higher
initial temperatures can be ignited sooner than smaller ones for some conditions.
3.3.6. Ignition of Residual Fuel Oil Droplets
The discussions on the ignition of liquid fuel droplet in the previous sections
involve the single component fuel case. The ignition process of real fuel oils, which
consist of many hydrocarbon species with a wide range of boiling points, may be
very difficult to analyze. Although a comprehensive modeling of the process might
be a nearly Impossible task at this moment, a simple analysis scheme may help to
understand the physical and chemical processes involved.
During the pre-ignition period, the evaporation process of the real fuel oils
follow the d 2-law. The overall evaporation process may not follow the d 2-law
pattern (see the next Section 3.4 for details on the subject), but the relatively short
pre-ignition period can be safely approximated with the d 2-law. By employing the
evaporation i.,te constant, Kb, obtained from separate experiments for the fuel oil
droplets, the same line of approach of the previous sections was applied to the
problem of ignition of the fue' il droplets.
A Gulf Coast No. 6 Fuel Oil was employed for the present study. Physical
property data for Gulf oast No. 6 Fuel Oil is given in Table 3.4 [Rose and
Cooper(1977), Ilansoi.(1982)]. Although a number of hydrocarbon species were
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Figure 3.19. Effect of initial droplet size on ignition delay; comparison between
experiment and theoretical calculations (Too = 1,000 K, To = 278.15 K).
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Figure 3.20. Combined effects of initial droplet size and temperature on ignition
delay; comparison between experiment and theoretical calculation (Too = 1, 000
K).
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Table 3.4. Properties of Gulf Coast No. 6 Fuel Oil.
Ultimate Analysis, %
carbon 88.29
hydrogen 12.31
nitrogen 0.44
sulfur 0.47
oxygen 0.86
ash 0.01
Flash point: 149 oC
Pour point: 8 C
Specific gravity (15 C): 0.9309
Gross heat of combustion: 43.89 MJ/kg
Stoichiometric air requirements [volume of dry air
(1 atm, 0 C) er mass of fuel; m 3/kg]: 10.70
Latent heat of vaporization at
mid-boiling point: 230 kJ/kg
Specific heat capacity
between 0 - 100 OC: 1.88 x 103 J/kg-K
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involved in the chemical reaction process, it was assumed that the overall kinetics
could be approximated by the global kinetics of the combustion of n-dodecane.
The values of Kb were found to be 7.47 X 10-8 m 2 /s at 1,000 K and 9.73 X
10-8 m 2 /s at 1,200 K, respectively. Corrections were made for the effects of the
interactions between the droplets [Labowsky and Sangiovanni(1980)] and of the
convection [Frssling(1938)].
Calculations and experiments were performed for the conditions tabulated in
Table 3.5. The experimental data and the corresponding calculation results are
presented in Figures 3.21 and 3.22 for the furnace temperature of 1,000 K and 1,200
K, respectively. The solid curves represent the calucation results and the circles
represent the experimental data. In Figure 3.23, the data of the two figures are
presented simultaneously for a comparison.
The general trend predicted by the calculation follows the experimental results
very well. The predicted values of the ignition delay time are in general larger than
the experimental data. This seems to be due to the combined effects of uncertainties
in the property data and the oversimplification of the chemical kinetics. Although
the overall stoichiometric air requirement for Gulf Coast No. 6 Fuel Oil (10.70
m 3 /kg, Table 3.4) is smaller than that of n-dodecane (11.60 m 3 /kg), the chemical
reactions occuring during the ignition process may involve mainly the hydrocarbon
species with boiling points lower than that of n-dodecane.
Despite its simple nature, the present analysis is valuable for a better
understanding of the fuel oil droplet ignition process. The model provides a useful
measure to estimate the degree of premixedness before ignition, which as will be
shown later has a profound effect on the soot and NO_ formation.
3.4. Evaporation of Fuel Oil Droplets
Many of the earlier studies on droplet combustion employed pure fuels.-
Multicomponent effects were not considered to be serious for reasons that commercial
fuel blends are highly refined and lie within narrow specification ranges, and
requirements of combustor efficiency and emission are generally not stringent.
HIowever, recent developments in engine design and fuel formulation indicate that
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Table 3.5. Experimental Conditions for Ignition Study of Gulf Coast No. 6 Fuel
Oil.
Fuel: Gulf Coast No. 6 Fuel Oil
Furnace temperature: 1,000 K, 1,200 K
Initial droplet temperature: 278.15 K
Initial droplet diameter: 150 micrometer
Duct gas flow rate: 5 1/min
Oxygen concentration: 0 - 70% by volume
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Figure 3.21. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration for Gulf No. 6 fuel oil;
comparison between experiment and theoretical calculations (Too = 1,000 K).
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Figure 3.22. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration for Gulf No. 6 fuel oil;
comparison between experiment and theoretical calculations (Too = 1, 200 K).
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Figure 3.23. Ignition delay time vs. oxygen concentration for Gulf No. 6 fuel oil;
comparison between experiment and theoretical calculations.
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mnulticompl)oent effects will become pregrcssively more important in the utilization
of liquid fuels. Synthetic fuels derived fromn coal, oil shale, and tar sand have more
complex compositions as well as higher and wider boiling point ranges. The widely
differing physical and chemical properties of these fuels necessitate consideration
of multicomponent effects in an essential way.
In this section of the thesis, a simple model of multicomponent fuel evaporation
process is developed. By adopting batch distillation data to correlate liquid boiling
point and extent of vaporization the size variation of droplet can be represented
in a closed form function of time. The calculation results are compared with the
experimental data of Hanson(1982) for several synthetic fuels.
3.4.1. Mathematical Formulation
Consider a spherical fuel oil droplet placed in a hot environment. The energy
balance for the system surrounding the droplet can be represented by the following
differential equation:
[Cp(Too - To) + L] d= -hA(T - T) (3.49)dt
where
m = -d3pl, (3.50)6
and
A = rd2. (3.51)
The initial conditions for the differential equation (3.49) are
t=O; d=do, (3.52)
Ts = Ti. (3.53)
As first suggested by Asokov and Shestakov(1978), the effect of the fractional
composition of heavy liquid fuel can be taken into consideration by using data on
the distillation of heavy fuel oils. Experimental curves of distillation of the various
liquid fuels can be approximated by a linear relationship of the form;
T, = Ti + Kd[1 - (d/do)3]. (3.54)
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Here we are assuming that the surface temperature of the droplet is at the boiling
point of the fuel of composition at that incident, the diffusional resistance inside
the droplet is neglible, and the composition of droplet is homogeneous. The values
of Kd and Ti are given in Table 3.6 compiled from various sources for various types
of liquid fuels.
The heat transfer coefficient in Eq. (3.49) can be correlated with the Nusselt
number of an evaporating sphere,
hdNu =- 2k
for a quiescent medium, and the effects of convection and droplet interactions can
be considered via Eqs. (1.6) and (1.8), respectively. For a quiescent media, we can
write
2k
h =2 (3.55)
3.4.2. Solution
3.4.2.1. Case 1: Constant Physical Properties
If we assume that the physical properties are constant, we can integrate Eq.
(3.49) with the initial conditions (3.52) and (3.53) as following:
7 dd
[Cp(Too - To) + L] pd2 d- -2rkd(TO - Ts), (3.56)2 dt
[Cp(To-To)+ L]p d ddd
dt =- 4k JdoTO-Td (3.57)4k Too - Td
Substituting (3.54) into (3.57) gives
[Cp(To - To) + L]pl d d ddt -- . (3.58)
4k do ToO- Ti - Kd[l - (d/do)3 ]
Let
=( ( T -- f T -K (3.5 9
Kd~~~~
IIl
Table 3.6. Values of Kd and Ti.
Fuel Type Kd(°C) Ti(OC) Data Source
kerosine 164.14 81.71 (1)
diesel 197.2- 141.46 (1)
gas oil 188.07 165.85 (1)
light distillate 29.85 68.29 (1)
gasoline 31.62 146.95 (1)
vaporizing oil 138.44 95.12 (1)
raw Paraho shale oil 251.74 344.91 (2)
Russian shale oil 165.00 200.00 (3)
fuel oil F-12, M-40 250.00 350.00 (3)
SRC II total cut 38.02 323.46 (2)
SRC II middle distillate 110.10 196.71 (4)
SRC II heavy distillate 202.99 295.58 (4)
SRC II 2.9/1 129.15 204.56 (4)
H-coal low cut 163.99 286.38 (4)
H-coal high cut 129.37 348.75 (4)
H-coal full range 142.62 260.98 (4)
Data Sources: (1) Rose and Cooper(1977)
(2) Byrnes(1980)
(3) Asoskov and Shestakov(1978)
(4) Hanson(1982), Tsang(1981)
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and
d (3.60)do
then
t 4kKd + '
The integral of (3.61) is
1 1 (b2 6+4)(' + -
+ 1 (atan2 -, - atan 2 - ). (3.62)
From equations (3.61) and (3.62) we can represent t as
t = d F(e; ), (3.63)
where F(e; ) can be obtained from (3.61) and (3.62).
For a given set of data, we can specify e and calculate t from (3.63). A similar
line of analysis was developed by Asoskov and Shestakov(1978), but their result
contains an algebraic mistake.
3.4.2.2. Case 2: Temperature Effect on Latent Heat of Vaporization
Hubbard, et al.(1975) showed that among the parameters affect the droplet
evaporation, the latent heat of vaporization is the most sensitive parameter on
evaporation behavior. With the other parameters kept constant at the values
estimeted by the 1/3 rule, the effect of temperature change on the latent heat of
vaporization for the calculation of evaporation of the fuel oil droplet is considered
in this section.
The latent heat of vaporization of petroleum products can be calculated from
density and temperature data as accurately, for all practical purposes, as obtained
by direct determination [Rose and Cooper(1977)].
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L= /3T (3.64)
Pt
where
L = latent heat of vaporization, J/kg
a = 2.413 X 108 J/m3
T = temperature, °C
pi = density at 15.6 °C, kg/m 3
Substituting
L=-
Pt
and Eq. (3.54) into Eq. (3.56) we get
dt d2 1 1 CP(TOO -TO)PI + a-T-+ Kd + Kd3(3.65)4k Too - T - Kd + Kd 3
If we let
= CP(TOO - To)pI + ac- Ti - ?Kd, (3.66)
we get
t = ~ 4kKI + #K ,/,3I3 E dC (3.67)
We can rearrange Eq. (3.67) as following through the intergration by parts:
d2P 2 d[Cp(To - To) + Loopl [1 ( dE
t = -8(1-- ) _3 + (3.68)8k ~4kKd 
where Loo is L calculated at T = TO, from Eq. (3.64).
The second term of the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.68) is the same result as Eq.
(3.61), except that L is calculated at To,, whereas in (3.61), L is to be calculated
at a certain reference temperature of liquid phase.
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3.4.3. Calculation Procedure
By using a digital computer (Eclipse Model C330 of Data General Corp.) at
the Department of Chemical Engineering of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
numerical values of t for values of e varying between 0 and 1 were calculated. From
this result we can calculate the corresponding values of 2 (related to d 2) or 3
(related to mass fraction).
Calculations were performed for several synthetic fuels with the properties
tabulated in Table 3.7. The latent heat of vaporization for Eq. (3.63) was estimated
from (3.64) by substituting T = Tm, where Tm is the boiling point of the fuel where
50% of original mass has evaporated (mid-boiling point).
The thermal conductivity of gas phase (helium) was estimated as
0.265 W/m-K (1,000 K)
0,284 W/m-K (1,200 K)
0.291 W/m-K (1,300 K)
0.304 W/m-K (1,400 K)
The initial droplet temperature, To = 20 °C. Three different furnace temperatures,
Too=1,000 K, 1,200 K, 1,300 K (or 1,400 K) were tested.
Although Equations (3.63) and (3.68) are of different forms, resulting numerical
values for the parameters and property values used in the calculations are nearly
identical (Figure 3.24). Thus, in the calculation procedure, taking L estimated for
T, is sufficient enough to predict the relationship between and t.
3.4.4. Comparision with Experimental Data
The calculated results were compared with the experimental data reported
by Hanson(lo82). The values of were recovered from the data on the extent of
vaporization by making corrections on the experimental values for the convection
[via Eq. (1.6)] and the interactions between the droplets [via Eq. (1.8)]. In Eq. (1.6)
Sc was assumed to be 1, and Re was estimated to be 0.16 [Hanson, et al.(1983)].
For the SRC i's [Figures 3.25 - 3.27J, the agreement between the calculated
results and experimental data is quite good. The slightly higher evaporation rate
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Table 3.7. Properties of Fuels.
SRC II SRC II SRC II Raw Paraho
Middle Heavy 2.9/1 shale oil
Ultimate Analysis, %
Carbon 83.82 89.11 86.28 83.63
Hydrogen 9.07 7.49 8.83 11.81
Nitrogen 0.97 1.21 0.96 2.21
Sulfur 0.20 0.39 0.26 0.69
Oxygen 5.43 1.90 4.18 1.18
Ash 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.09
Water and sediment 0.00 0.04 1.60
Flash point, OC 64 129 66 102
Pour point, OC -30 -13 -30 29
Gross Heat of
Gross Heat of 39.54 39.82 39.80 42.86
combustion, MJ/kg
Density(15 C), kg/m3 976.5 1065.5 997.2 927.9
Cp, J/kg-OC 2563 2936 2695 3406
Ti, °C 196.71 295.58 204.56 344.91
Kd, oC n 110.10 202.99 129.15 251.74
Tm, oc 250. 397. 297. 470.78
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Figure 3.24. Comparison between Eq. (3.63) and Eq. (3.68) (Raw Paraho shale oil,
Too = 1, 000 K).
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Figure 3.25. 2 vs. t/d 2 (SRC II Middle).
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Figure 3.26. 2 vs. t/d 2 (SRC II Heavy).
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Figure 3.27. e2 vs. t/do (SRC II 2.9/1).
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predicted from the calculation might be due to the uncertainties in the correction
for the convection and the droplet interaction, and in the estimated values of
physical properties.
Although the trends for the raw Paraho shale oil (Figure 3.28) are similar for
the experimental data and calculation results, present analysis may not be used
for this fuel. It was observed [Ilanson(1982)] that the droplets of raw Paraho shale
oil swelled to even three times their original diameter even though 50% of mass
had been vaporized. In addition, the linear approximation for the boiling point and
the mass fraction [Eq.(3.54)] does not hold for a wide range of mass fraction. The
increase in size seems to be due to the presence of super-heated vapor within the
droplets.
The early stage of the evaporation closely follows the d 2-law, and from the
initial slope of the curve we can estimate the value of Kb, which can be used for
the ignition model.
3.5. Practical Implications
The experimental conditions for the measurements of soot concentration by
light absorption techniques are listed in Table 3.8. The oxygen concentration and
furnace temperature were the two main variables, of which the effects were carefully
studied. Each 10 mm segment of the flame along the axis was optically observed.
The datum point was extrapolated to the ignition point determined from the
calculations using the model developed. At the ignition point, the concentration
of soot was considered to be zero. This shows the ability of the model to predict
the effect of oxygen concentration on the point of ignition in experiments on soot
formation.
The volume fraction of soot and the volume of soot in each portion of flame
were calculated following the procedures described in Appendix B. The data for
each furnace temperature and oxygen concentration can be fo: .id in Appendix C.
Effects of changes in oxygen concentration on the soot volume fraction profile
for 1,000 K and 1,200 K are illustrated in Figures 3.29 and 3.30, respectively. The
general trend in change of volume fraction profile along the droplet array axis
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Figure 3.28. 2 vs. t/d2 (Raw Paraho shale oil).
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Table 3.8. Experimental Conditions for Soot Concentration Measurements by Light
Absorption.
Fuel: n-dodecane
Orifice size: 100 micrometer (nominal diameter)
Fuel flow rate: 2 ml/min
Frequency: 10 kHz
Duct gas flow rate: 5 1/min (STP)
Oxygen concentration: 0 - 70% by volume
Furnace temperature: 1,000 K, 1,200 K
Initial droplet diameter: 150 micrometer
Initial droplet temperature: 278.15 K
Initial droplet velocity: 4.25 m/s
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Figure 3.29. Soot volume fraction profile for various oxygen concentration (1,000 K).
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Figure 3.30. Soot volume fraction profile for various oxygen concentration (1,200 K).
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is similar for both temperatures. This can be explained as follows: a change in
furnace temperature causes a change in the ignition pattern of the fuel. However,
the sooting character of the system does nob change drastically, because the energy
for the pyrolysis is provided by the stationary flame formed around the droplet
array, and is little influenced by heat transfer from furnace wall. This again shows
that the flame temperature is a significant factor which determines the propensity
to soot in a diffusion flame.
As we increase the oxygen concentration the soot volume fraction increases up
to a certain limit. As we go further down along the axis the soot volume fraction
decreases as explained before because of the exhaustion of available oxygen causing
the flame volume expansion.
The volume of soot in each segment of the flame for different oxygen
concentration at 1,000 K and 1,200 K are presented in Figures 3.31 and 3.32,
respectively. The general trend in change of soot volume along the axis is also
similar for both temperatures.
As we increase the oxygen concentration the soot volume increases. For a given
oxygen concentration, the soot volume increases along the axis. By comparing
Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.31, we can observe as we go further down the axis the soot
volume approaches a limiting value. There may occur a decrease in soot volume
due to soot burn-out, however, we cannot investigate this. matter further due to
the limitations in the experimental equipment.
The amount of soot formed decreases as we decrease the oxygen concentration.
In the practical combustors, this can be achieved by recirculation of flue gas. As
we delay the ignition by decreasing the oxygen concentration, bowever, the amount
of fuel vaporized before the ignition increases. From the ignition model developed
in the present study we can have an estimate of the amount of fuel evporated
prior to the ignition (Figure 3.33). At 5% oxygen concentration, for example, more
than 55% of the fuel would be vaporized before being ignited. This increase of the
amount of pre-vaporized fuel is a potential problem for NOz. However, by keeping
fuel/air ratio high as well as the oxygen concentration low we can take advantage
of both.
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Figure 3.31. Soot volume profile for various oxygen concentration (1,000 K).
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The same sets of data of Figure 3.5 are plotted with respect to the corresponding
equivalence ratio in Figure 3.34. Although the stoichiometric point is the 23.85%
coordinate on the abscissa, it is at the 35% point where the discrepancy between
the two readings becomes neglible. This indicates that the local equivalence ratio
is greater than 1 even when the overall equivalence ratio equals to 1. Figure 3.34
shows a decrease in NO conversion efficiency with increased equivalence ratio. This
effect of equivalence ratio has been recognized from the studies on premixed flames
[Fenimore(1972), Sarofim, et al.(1975)], on oil-doped stray combustors [Turner, et
al.(1972), Hazard(1973), Flagan and Applecton(1974)], and on a coal combustor
[Pohl and Sarofim(1977)].
Figure 3.35 presents the effect of furnace temperature for two droplet sizes (i.e.
different fuel flow rates). The effect is relatively small. The slight increase in NO
emission at higher furnace temperature is a composite effect of the increased rate
of evaporation and the subsequent gas phase oxidation. The furnace temperature
affects the fuel evaporation pattern and the ignition, but it does not affect the flame
temperature significantly. As long as we have an envelope flame surrounding the
droplet array, it is the overall equivalence ratio that determines the NO emission
from fuel nitrogen.
There are two degrees of freedom for the designer; (a) the oxygen concentration
which is controllable by the flue gas recirculation, and (b) fuel/air ratio. Theory
can provide guidance to these selections.
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Figure 3.34. NO/NO= emission vs. equivalence ratio (1,000 K).
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The formation of soot and nitrogen oxides closely correlates with the ignition
of fuel droplets. Substantial yields of soot are produced when an envelope flame
is formed about the burning droplets, increasing dramatically as the oxygen
concentration is increased beyond the point of ignition. We can observe that the
flame temperature is an important parameter for the tendency to soot. For the NO
emission, the overall equivalence ratio is important as long as we have an envelope
flame around the droplets.
The evaporation rate constant is critical to the modeling of the ignition process.
We can estimate the evaporation rate constant for both simple and complex fuels.
From data on evaporation of a single fuel droplet, we can predict the ignition delay
time of the fuel droplets and the amount of fuel vaporized before being ignited by
using the mathematical model developed in the present study.
We can suppress the soot formation by delaying the ignition and formation
of an envelope flame around the droplets, and thus by vaporizing as much fuel as
possible before being ignited. This may be a potential problem for NO, emission.
However, by keeping fuel/air ratio high as well as the oxygen concentration low
we can take advantage of both.
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Appendix A. Asymptotic Form of Eq. (2.11)
The power series expansion of I1() and L(() are [Abramowitz and Ste-
gun(1965)]:
112 =k=Ok=0
and
100
L1() = 2 0
k=o
(j )2k
(k + 1)! (k!)'
(½r)2k+l
(k + 1)[r(k + )12'
For very small we can observe that
I(C) > L(~),
and
1 () -I/(2)= .2 2
Thus, for small 
1
and
-r = 1- [Il()- L()]2
4
-, exp(- -)
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Appendix B. Sample Calculation of Soot Concentration
Data
Furnace temperature: 1,000 K
Position: 140 mm
Oxygen volume percent: 60%
Flame diameter(D): 5.2 mm
Beam width(W): 10 mm
Base intensity(lo): 33.75 V
Attenuated intensity(I): 27.38 V
Calculation
From the geometry of the system, the overall transmittance of flame, through
which laser beam is passed is calculated as follows:
I- Io(W- D)/W
-~ --- 0.69.
IoD/W
From Figure 2.10 we obtain Q = 0.4748. Substituing F = 7 pm- 1, D = 5.2 mm
and = 0.4748 into = FCD leads to the recovery of the volume fraction of
soot for the flame location between the positions of 130 mm and 140 mm from the
atomizer as
C = 1.3043 x 10- 5 .
The volume of flame at the location is
Vf = -D2W = 2.1237 x 10-2 mm3
4
and the volume of soot in the flame is
Vs = CVf = 2.77 x 10-3 mm3.
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Appendix C. Soot Data
Symbol Captions
triangleO): soot volume
square(o): soot volume fraction
The data are displayed for sets of furnace temperature and oxygenconcentration.
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Appendix D. Documentation for NAG Subroutine, D03PBF
A brief description of general features of the NAG Library Subroutines and the
documentation for the subroutine D03PBF are presented in the following sections
[IPS(1982), NAG(1982)].
D.1. NAG Library
The NAG library, which the Information Processing Services (IPS) of MIT
leases from the Numerical Algorithm Group (NAG) in Oxford, England is designed
to assit the user in solving a wide range of mathematical and statistical problems.
IPS provides double-precision FORTRAN implementation of the NAG Library on
the MULTICS operating system of Honeywell DPS 8/70 computer, and the CMS
and VS1 operating systems in IBM 3033/N computer.
Each NAG subroutine conforms to established conventions, both in coding and
documentation:
(i) Library subroutines, with the exception of the utility functions, do not use
external input or output;
(ii) Most user-callable NAG routines have a parameter called "IFAIL". This
parameter controls the library error-trapping mechanism;
(iii) For some applications, separate subroutines are provided for symmetric, band,
band-symmetric, and sparse matrices stored in memory-saving form;
(iv) All subroutines are documented with examples of input and results.
Both in the documentation and on the computer, NAG subroutines are
grouped by subject into "chapters," each with a one-letter alphabetic code, or a
three character (one letter, two digit) code.
D.2. Usage on MULTICS
The NAG library is not in the default search rules; the user must explicitly
identify it to the system. One way to handle the case is to "link" by name to the
individual subroutines, using their lower case names:
link >libraries >nag >dO3pbf..
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The NAG subroutines can be called from any program which implements MULTICS
standard calling protocol and data types. Since the subroutines are implemented
in double precision only, each real argument must be declared double precision.
The double precision complex (COMPLEX*16) data type is not available
on MULTICS, so those routines which, in other NAG implementations, use
COMPLEX*16 have been suitably modified. Complex variables and arrays have -
been replaced by double precision arrays with an extra leading dimension of 2, and
the corresponding modofication of any complex routine parameters must be made
by the user.
D.3. DO3PBF Document
D.3.1. Purpose
D03PBF integrates a system of linear or nonlinear parabolic partial differential
equations in one space variables, using the method of lines [Sincovec and
Madsen(1975)].
D.3.2. Specification
SUBROUTINE D03PBF (NPDE,M, PDEF,BNDYA,B, TS,TOUT,U,NPTS, IMESH,
X,ACC,WORK, IWK, IND, IFAIL)
D.3.3. Description
D03PBF integrates the system of parabolic partial differential equations
Ci ai =X-M MGa +F 
'T XX - ] ' X- F
where i = 1, 2, .,NPDE, and Ci, Fi depend on X, T, U, u, and Gi depends on
X, T, Ui. U is the set of solution values at (X, T). The integration is from T =
TS to T = TOUT, over the space interval A<X<B. Different coordinate systems
in space are given by different values of M; Cartesian by M = 0, cylindrical polar
by M = 1, spherical polar by M = 2. The system is defined by the functiions
Ci,Gi,Fi, which must be specified in a subroutine PDEF provided by the user.
The initial values of the funstions Ui(X, T) must be given on the line T = TS, and
boundary conditions of the form
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aUi
Pi(T)Ui + Qi(T) X = Ri(T, U),
for i = 1,2, *..,NPDE, must be specified at the ponts X = A, X = B in a
subroutine BNDY.
The parabolic partial differential equations are approximated by a system
of ordinary differential equations in time for the values of Ui at mesh-points,
obtained by replacing the space derivatives by finite differences. The distribution
of mesh-points in space may be chosen by the user in accordance with the expected
behavior of the solution. The ordinary differential equations are solved by the
method of Gear [Gear(1971), Byrne,et a.(1977), Finlayson(1980)]. The interval in
the time direction is chosen by the routine to maintain the local accuracy specified
by the user.
The problem is subject to the following restrictions:
(i) TS<TOUT, so that integration is on the foward direction;
(ii) At rach mesh-point, at least one value of Ci y4 0 (this need not apply at
boundary points where the value of Ui is specified);
(iii) For Ci M 0, Gi/Ci > 0 at each mesh-point;
(iv) If Ci, Gi or Fi have discontinuities in the X-direction, they must occur at
mesh-points;
(v) If M 4 0, the end-point A must be fx = 0;
(vi) Pi(T), Qi(T) in the boundary conditions must not be zero simultaneously;
(vii) If Qi(T) = 0 in the boundary condition, then Ri(T, U) must be a function of
T only.
D.3.4. Parameters
NPDE - INTEGER
On entry, NPDE must specify the number of partial differential equations in
the system. Unchanged on exit.
M - INTEGER
On entry, M must specify the coordinate system; M = 0 for Cartesian
coordinate, M = 1 for cylindrical coordinate, and M = 2 for spherical
coordinate. Unchanged on exit.
PDEF - SUBROUTINE, supplied by the user.
PDEF must evaluate the functions Fi, Gi and Ci at a general point (X, T). Its
specification is
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SUBROUTINE PDEF(NPDE,X,T,UX,DUX,F,G.C)
X - DOUBLE PRECISION
On entry, X contains the space coordinate. Its values must not be changed by
PDEF.
T - DOUBLE PRECISION
On entry, T contains the time coordinate. Its values must not be changed by
PDEF.
UX - DOUBLE PRECISION array of D1MENSION(NPDE)
On entry, UX(i) contains the solution Ui(X, T), i = 1,2,.. .,NPDE. PDEF must
not change the values on UX.
DUC -DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NPDE)
On entry, DUX(i) contains (X, T), for i =1,2,-.. .NPDE. PDEF must not
change the values in DUX.
F - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NPDE)
PDEF must set F(i) to the values of Fi(X, T, U, 7) at the point specified by
X, T, UX and DUX(i).
G - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENS1ON(NPDE)
PDEF must set G(i) to the values of Gi(X, T, Ui) at the point specified by X,
T, abd UX(i).
C - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NPDE)
I'DEF must set C(i) to the values of Ci(X, T', U, 9') at the point specified by
X, T, UX, and DUX. PDEF must be declared as EXTERNAL in the main
program from which D03PBF is called.
BNDY - SUBROUTINE, supplied by the user
BNDY must evaluate the functions Pi, Qi and Ri involved in the boundary
conditions. Its specification is
SUBROUTINE BNDY(NPDE, T. UX, IBND,P, Q,R)
BNDY must be declared as EXTERNAL in the main program from which
D03PBF is called.
P - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NPDE)
BNDY must set P(i) to the value of P(T) at the point specified by T and
IBND.
Q -DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NPDE)
BNDY must set Q(i) to the value of Qi(T) at the point specified by T and
IBND.
R - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NPDE)
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BNDY must set 11(i) to the value of Ri(T, U) at the point specified by T, UX,
and IBND. If Qi = 0, then Ri will depend on T only.
A - DOUBLE PRECISION
On entry, A must specify the left-hand boundary. Unchanged on exit.
B - DOUBLE PRECISION
On entry, B must specify the right-hand boundary. B>A. Unchanged on exit.
TS - DOUBLE PRECISION
Before entry, TS must contain the initial value of the independent variable T.
On exit, TS contains the value of T corresponding to the solution values of U.
TOUT -DOUBLE PRECISION
Before entry, TOUT must contain final value of T to which the integration is to
be carried out. On normal exit, TOUT is unchanged and TS = TOUT, though
the last integration step may over-run TOUT, with the final U obtained by
interpolation. On an error exit, the value of T at which the error was detected
is returned in TOUT.
U -DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NPDE,NPTS)
Before entry, U must contain the initial values of the dependent variables Ui
at T = TS. The element U(i,j) is the value of Ui at the mesh-point X(j). On
exit, U contains the computed values of Ui at the mesh-point for the current
values of T(which is returned by TS).
NPTS - INTEGER
On entry, NPTS must specify the number of mesh-points required in the interval.
Both A and B must be included as first and last mesh-points respectively.
Unchanged on exit.
IMESH - INTEGER
On entry, IMESII must specify the mesh spacing required in the X-direction:
IMESH = 1; mesh-points equally spaced,
IMESI = 2; mesh-points spaced using the formula X(I) =-- (A-B)cos(7r(I-1)/.
(NPTS-1))+I(B+A), which clusters the points near both boundaries,
IMESH = 3; mesh-points are spaced using the formula X(I) = A+(B-A)(1-
cos(½7r(I-1)/(NPTS-1))), which clusters the points near the left-hand boundary,
IMESI-I = 4; mesh-points spaced using the formula X(I) = A+(B-A)sin(lxr(I-
1)/(NPTS-1)), which clusters the points near the right-hand boundary,
IMESII = 5; mesh-points specified by the user.
X - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(NI'TS)
If IMESH = 5, then, before entry, X must contain the mesh-points in the
space direction with A = X(1)<X(2)<. . -<X(NI'TS) =- B. If IMESH<5, then
the mesh-points are chosen automatically. On exit X contains the mesh-points
used.
ACC -DOUBLE PRECISION
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On entry, ACC must specify a positive quantity for controlling the local error
estimate in the time integration. Unchanged on exit.
WORK - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION(IWK)
Used as workspace.
IWK - INTEGER
On entry, IWK must specify the dimension of the array, WORK. IWK2
NPDE(3.NPDE.NPTS+12 .NPTS+7)+40. Unchanged on exit.
IND - INTEGER
Before entry, IND must be set to 0 or 1. IND = 0 starts or restarts the
integration in time. IND = 1 continues the integration after an ealier exit
from the routine. In this case only the parameters TOUT and IFAIL should
be reset between calls to D03PBF.
IFAIL - INTEGER
Before entry, IFAIL must be assigned a value. The recommended value is 0.
Unless the routine detects an error, IFAIL contains 0 on exit.
D.3.5. Error Indicators and Warnings
IFAIL = 1
The integration failed because of the limited precision available on the
machine. Either the accuracy or the stepsize was too small for the machine
precision. A restart can be tried but continual failure means the system of
ordinary differential equations representing the partial differential equations is
ill-behaved.
IFAIL -= 2
The iteration in Gear's method failed or the error test could not be satisfied.
If a restart fails again it uaually means that the problem has been specified
incorrectly.
IFAIL = 3
The Jacobian matrix for the ordinary differential equations was singular. This
usually arises when the problem has been specified incorrectly, but if not, a
new tolerance and perhaps a different mesh-size can be tried.
IFAIL = 4
Restrictions (ii) and (iii) of Section D.3.3 are not satisfied.
IFAIL -= 5
Restrictions (v) or (vi) of Section D.3.3 are not satisfied.
IFAIL -= 6
TOUT < TS.
IFAIL -= 7
M is not equal to 0, 1, or 2, or NPDESO, or ACC<0.
IFAIL -= 8
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There is an error in the specification of the mesh.
IFAIL - 9
IWK is smaller than the restricted value.
IFAIL = 10
The iteration to obtain an initial solution of any elliptic equations in the system
failed to converge.
D.3.6. Timing
The timing depends on the complexity of the parabolic system, and on the
accuracy requested. For a given system and fixed value of ACC, it is approximately
proportional to NPTS.
D.3.7. Accuracy
The routine controls the accuracy of the integration in the time direction
(through ACC), but not the accuracy of the approximation in space. The user is
recommended to carry out a trial computation with two different mesh-size. For
this test, the accuracy parameter ACC should be reduced below its normal value,
so that time errors do not interfere with the estimate. In this routine, the user can
specify the distribution of mesh-points in space.
In the time integration, only the local error is controlled by the routine, and
it cannot be guaranteed that the overall error after a number of time steps will
reamin small. The user should test the effect of varying ACC.
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Appendix E. FORTRAN Source Program Listing
One sample program to calculate the temperature and concentration profiles
is listed in this Appendix. As the MULTICS system interpretes the upper and
lower case character of the alphabet differently,all the variables and commands are
written on the lower case character. Usage of the "open" statement provides the
easiness of data input and output. Coding file = "pathname" in an open statement
causes the unit number to point to the segment "pathname".
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c Main Program
c
c This program is to model the ignition process of liquid
c fuel droplet by using the NAG DO3PBF routine.
C
c Type link >libraries>nag>dO3pbf for the first time to use the program.
c
c double precision version
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z), integer(i-n)
dimension u(3,150), work(15000), x(150)
common/coml/ratio,densratio,rho,diff,delta
common/com2/damk,heat,xkb,rhol
common/com3/cpl,tinf,thetaO,xmfnew,xoinf,xk,xl
c
c The subroutines bndy and pdef should be provided by the user.
external bndy, pdef
c
c u(i,j): i-l;temperature, i=2;oxygen mass fraction, i3;fuel mass fraction
c j-mesh point
c
c work space. iwk should be equal to or larger
c than npde* (3npde*npts+12npts+7)+40.
iwk-15000
c number of partial diff. equations
npde=3
c spherical coordinate system
m-2
c interval of integration
a-.d+O0
b-lO.d+O
c accuracy in time(can be adjusted).
ace-i.d-2
c select spacing for boundary layer near the left boundary
imesh-3
c
c insert data
c
c captions to the file name
c answer: computed results
c fixed data: fixed constants
e droplet_data: properties of liquid data
c oper_data: operation variables, furnace data
c gas_prop: properties of gas phase
c kinetic_data: data for reaction rate expression
c
open (10, f i le-">udd>HydroCar>Rah>answer", form-"formatted")
open (20,fi le-">udd>HydroCar>Rah>fixed_data")
open (25,fi le=">udd>HydroCar>Rah>droplet_data")
open (30,file-">udd>HydroCar>Rah>oper_data")
open (35,file-">udd>HydroCar>Rah>gas_prop")
open (40,fi le-">udd>HydroCar>Rah>kinet i cdata"3)
c
c nomenclature
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c units in SI
c
c xnu=stoichiometric coefficient of oxygen
c xmo-molecular weight of oxygen
c xmf=molecular weight of fuel
c r-ideal gas constant
c rO-initial droplet radius
c tO-initial droplet temperature
c q-heat of reaction
c xl=latent heat of vaporization
c rhol-density of fuel
c tb=boiling point of fuel
c cpl=heat capacity of fuel
c tinf=ambient temperature
c yoinf-ambient oxygen mass fraction
c diff-gas diffusivity
c rho=gas density
c cp=heat capacity of gas
c xk=thermal conductivity of gas
c e=activation energy
c xka=frequency factor
c xkb=burning rate constant for d**2-law
c
read(20) xnu,xmo,xmf,r
read(25) rO,tO,q,xl,rhol,tb,cpl
read(30) tinf, yoinf
read(35) diff,rho,cp,xk
read(40) e,xka,xkb
c
c write the input data to answer file
c
write(10,100)
100 format(5x,"MODELLING THE IGNITION OF LIQUID FUEL DROPLET",/)
write(10,110) xnu,xmo,xmf,r
110 format(lOx,"stoichio. coeff. of oxygen-",flO.4,/,
& 10x,"molecular wt. of oxygen",flO.4,/,
& 10x,"molecular wt. of fuel=",f10.4,/,
& 1Ox,"gas constant=",f13.6,/)
write(10,120) rO,tO,q,xl,rhol,tb,cpl
120 format(lOx,"initial radius of droplet=",e13.6,/,
S 10x,"initial temperature of droplet",e13.6,/,
S IOx,"heat of reaction-",e13.6,/,
& lOx,"latent heat of vap.=",e13.6,/,
& l0x,"density of fuel-",el3.6,/,
& IOx,"boiling point of fuel-",f1O.4,/,
& lOx,"heat capacity of fuel-",e13.6,/)
write(10,130) tinf,yoinf
130 format(O1x,C'ambient temperatute-",flO.4,/,
& lOx,"ambient oxygen mass fraction=",flO.4,/)
write(10, 140) diff,rho,cp,;.'k
140 format(lOx,"diffusivity of gas",e13.6,/,
& lOx,"density of gas-",f10.4,/,
& lOx,"heat capacity of gas-",e13.6,/,
& 10x,"thermal conductivity of gas-",e13.6,/)
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write(10,150) e,xka,xkb
150 format (lOx,"activation energy=",el3.6,/,
& lOx,"frequency factor=",e13.6,/,
& IOx,"burning rate constant",e13.6,/)
c
c define variables
xmnew-xnu*xmo+xmf
xmonew=xmnew/(xnu*xmo)
xmfnew=xmnew/xmf
del ta-e/(r*tinf)
damk=xka*dexp (-delta) *rho* (rO**2.) *xnu/(xmnew*d i ff)
heat=q*delta/(cp*t i nf*xmfnew)
xoinf=xmonew*yoinf
ratio=xkb/diff
densratio=rhol/rho-1.
thetaO= (tO-ti nf) *de 1 ta/ti nf
c
write (10,160) xoinf, thetaO
160 format (5x,"xoinf-",flO.4,5x,"thetaO=",f 10.4,/)
write(10,170) damk, heat
170 format (5x,"damk=", e 3.6,5x,"heat-", e 3.6,/)
c
c define mesh points
npts=21
write(10,180)npts
180 format(5x, "no. of mesh points=",i5,/)
c
c initial conditions
c If tO is high, use Clausius-Clapeyron Eq. to get u(3,1).
u (1,1) =thetaO
u(2,1)=O.d+O
u(3, 1)-0.d+O
do 190 il,npts-l
u(l, i+l)-O.d+O
u(2, i+l)xoinf
u(3, i+l)=O.d+O
190 continue
c integration starts at time-O
ts-O.d+O
ind=O
c select tout
c one can insert a test for ignition criterion satisfaction
c
do 240 it-l,15
tout- float(it)/10.
write(10,200) tout
200 format(3x,"tout-", fIO.4,/)
c
c nag soft failure requested
ifail 0
c
c call the subroutine dO3pbf
call dO3pbf(npde,m,pdef,bndy,a,b,ts,tout,u,npts,
Simesh,x,acc,work,iwk,ind,ifail)
185
cc check if an error has been detected
if (ifail.ne.0) go to 250
c
c write the result to answer file
write (10,210)
210 format (5x," x ",3x," u(1,x) ",3x," u (2,x) "
S 3x," u(3,x) ",/)
do 230 k=l,npts
write(10,220) x(k),u(l,k),u(2,k),u(3,k)
220 format(5x,f13.6,3x,f13.6,3x,f13.6,3x,f3.6)
230 continue
240 continue
stop
c iteration fails
250 write(6,260) ifail,tout
260 format(/,5x,"routine fails with ifail=",i3,5x,"at t=",f8.3)
stop
end
186
c Subroutine PDEF
C
c subroutine that defines the partial diff. equations
subroutine pdef (npde,x,t,ux,dux,f,g,c)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z), integer(i,n)
common/coml/ratio,densratio,rho,diff,delta
common/com2/damk,heat,xkb,rhol
dimension c (npde) ,dux (npde) ,f (npde),g (npde) ,ux (npde)
C
c(l)=1.d+O
c(2)-l.d+O
c(3)=1.d+O
g(1)=-.d+O
g (2)=1.d+O
9(3)=1.d+O
c define variables
expfact=dexp (ux (1)/ (1 .+ux (1)/delta))
expterm=damk*ux (2) *ux (3) *expfact
v=(ratio/2.)*densratio*dsqrt(1. -ratio*t)/(x**2.)
f (l) --v*dux (l) +heat*expterm
f (2) -- v*dux (2) -expterm
f (3)=-v*dux (3) -expterm
return
end
187
c Subroutine BNDY
c
c subroutine that defines the boundary conditions
subroutine bndy(npde,t,ux,ibnd,p,q,r)
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z), integer(i-n)
common/coml/ratio,densratio,rho,diff,delta
common/com3/cpl,tinf,thetaO,xmfnew,xoinf,xk,xl
dimension p(npde), q (npde),r (npde) ,ux (npde)
if (ibnd.ne.O) go to 300
c set up left-hand boundary
q(l)-l.d+O
q(2)-1.d+O
q(3)-1.d+O
vsurface=ratio*densratio/(2.*dsqrt(1.-ratio*t))
p (l) --rho*cpl*di f *vsurface/xk
p (2) --vsurface
p (3) -vsurface
r(1) delta*rho*diff*xl*vsurface/(tinf*xk)-rho*cpl*diff
&*vsurface*thetaO/xk
r (2) I0.d+O
r (3) --vsurface*xmfnew
return
c set up right-hand boundary
300 continue
p(1)-1.d+O
p(2)-1.d+O
p(3)-1.d+O
q(l)-O.d+O
q (2)-. d+O
q (3)-. d+O
r(1) -0.d+O
r (2) mxoinf
r (3) -. d+O
return
end
188
